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ABSTRACT 
A program designed to numerically integrate the equations of motion of an 
artificial earth satellite is described. The method used is the Cowell predictor- 
corrector process with a local e r ro r  control which is based on a variation of 
order and/or stepsize during the integration, as described in Veiez, C .  E., 
"Local Error  Control and its Effects on the Optimization of Orbital Integration," 
NASA X-553-67-366. The effects of such controls on the integration a re  dis- 
played in the form of a resume which includes computer timing data, a stepsize 
distribution analysis, and a propagated numerical e r ror  estimate. In addition, 
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In the computation of orbits of artificial earth satellites by numerical inte- 
gration, advances in the theory of perturbations have led to the use of more 
complex force models and have resulted in the need for more efficient L~tegra- 
tion techniques. On the other hand, the availability of highly accurate tracking 
systems has increased the need for correspondingly accurate numerical 
processes. 
The program to be described is the result of an investigation into numerical 
integration methods as applied to the calculation of orbits. In particular, the 
program is designed to examine how controlling the local e r ror  affects the effi- 
ciency and accuracy of the process. 
The numerical integration method considered is the multi-step technique 
using the well-known "summed" form of the Adams-Cowell formulas.* During 
this process the local e r ror  is controlled (restricted) by variation of the parame- 
ters p and h, the order and stepsize associated with these formulas. Variation 
of the stepsize and/or order is governed by specifying a set of e r ror  tolerances 
or upper and lower bounds on the order. (See Section IV.) 
The effects of such control on the integration a re  displayed in the form of 
a resume which includes timing estimates, a stepsize distribution analysis and 
a propagated numerical error  estimate .** A s  an application, these results 
could be used in the calibration of other numerical integration techniques which 
require the specification of p or h. 
An additional feature has been imorporated into the program which allows 
one to use a multirevolution process along with the integration, when many revo- 
lutions of orbit a r e  required. This process is descr ikd  in Section V. 
*Equivalent Methods: (1) Adams-Moulton; Storrner-Cowell. (2) Gauss- Jackson (central differences). 
**For the c a s e  of 2-body (elliptic) motion. 
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11. FORMULAS FOR INTEGRATION MODEL 
The integration model employed is a multi-step process using the following 
form of the Adams-Cowell formulas ': 
P 
where 
. . .  - 
X = (X, Y ,  Z), 
''3 
= (X, Y, Z), h is the step size and p = k + 1 is the order; the 
' 3  a re  the 2nd and 1st "sums" respectively. n '  n 
The coefficients - ui, w:, ai, a: - a re  obtained by using the recurrence 
relation ships: 
IHenrici, P.  (1962): "Discrete Variable Methods in Ordinary Differential Equations", John 
Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, pp 192-195 and pp 291-293. 
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The backward differences a re  computed using the relationship 
The first and second are  defined by 
and a re  computed by inverting the corrector formulas for x and : 
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then updated using 
Remark: In order to keep * I s  the same order of magnitude as X, the equations 
to be integrated a re  taken as h 2 x .  The above formulas were modified 
to allow this adjustment. 
111. COMPUTATION PROCEDURE 
3.1 INTEGRATION STARTING PROCESS 
Formulas (1) and (2) required (k) starting values of the solution in order to 
obtain the (k - 1) backward differences required for the given order (p). 
The starting values (See Figure 1) are computed by employing high order 
Runge-Kutta type formulas (Appendix A) which a re  particularly suited because 
of the degree of accuracy obtainable. The computation procedure is then: 
(1) Given the initial position* vectors xo = (X, ,  Yo, Z,), the order (p), and 
the step size (h), the values xi = ?( to + i h), i = 1, 2, .... k - 1 are 
computed. (The velocity vectors 57, = (ii , ii, ii) .. are .. also .. produced 
by this process.) The acceleration vectors Xi = (Xi, Yi, Z i ) ,  i = 1, 
2, .... k - 1 are  computed using the equations of motion given in Ap- 
pendix B. 
(2) Using (4) with r = i , the backward differences D i x n ,  i = 1, 2,  .... k -1 
are  produced, and using (5) and (6) with n = k - 1, Isn and ITSn are  
obtained. 
Once the starting table is complete, the integration proceeds as in Sec- 0 tion 3.2. 
3.2 COWELL INTEGRATION PROCEDURE 
Having generated a table of starting values, (information above the line in 
Figure l), the Cowell integration proceeds a s  follows: 
(a) Compute xz+l (n = k - l), using the predictor formula in (1). 
- 
(b) Compute the backward differences Vi X n + l ,  i = 1, 2, .... k - 1 as 
follows: 
.. .. .. * 
For simplicity in describing the procedure, only x = (X, Y, Z )  and % = (X, Y, Z)  will be used. 
Also note that no further references to X = (X,  Y ,  2) will be made s ince these can be obtained 
by performing the operations described for integrating X, 
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Obtain a corrected value for x,’+ using (1)’ .
- 
Test lXEtl - X:._l 1 < 8 , where (6) represents a specified allowable 
tolerance, Since X = (X, Y, Z), if any one of the three coordinates fails 
the test, xnt 
X c i  n +  1 replacingx:,, and X c i + l  n  replacing 
is evaluated and steps (b), (c), and (d) a r e  repeated with - 
in (d). 
If the difference of two successive values of the solution in step (d) < 6 ,  
the iterative process is complete and the retained xn+l is for the former 
value of Zn+ 1 .  (Note: If the first corrected value of xn+ is acceptable, 
the step is complete with only one evaluation of the derivative.) 
Since two corrections are  usually sufficient ’, the integration is termi- 
nated if the number of iterations exceeds three. It might then be ad- 
visable to change the order (p) or  the step size (h) o r  if  the prescribed 
predictor-corrector tolerance requirements are  not too stringent, the 
tolerance (8)  might be increased to acquire a more rapid cmvergence 
of the predictor-corrector cycle. 
This completes the predictor-corrector cycle for the evaluation of a 
point. The index (n) is updated by one, the sums are  updated using (6), 
and the integration process is continued by returning to step (a). 
A s  the integration proceeds the requested vectors are  supplied as output 
data. If a requested vector is not one generated by the integration process, it is 
produced by interpolation. 
2 H ~ l l ,  T. and Creemer, A. (1963): “Efficiency of Predictor-Corrector Procedures”, J. ACM, 
vel. 10, pp. 291-301. 
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IV. LOCAL ERROR CONTROL 
An improvement in the efficiency of the integration process is obtained by 
controlling the local truncation e r ror  ’. Associated with the integration formula 
(1) is an approximation to the local e r ro r  given by 
Un (7) 
the magnitude of last difference vector retained in the formulas. 
It is evident from (7) that controls on the local e r ro r  are directly dependent 
on the variability of the stepsize (h) and the order (p). The program has, there- 
fore, been designed to alter these parameters during the integration as Un varies. 
In particular, the order and/or stepsize can be varied so that the relation 
TI  1 ( U n  1 2 T, is satisfied for each n ,  i.e., at each step of the integration, Un 
is tested. If I Un 1 < T,, the order (p) can be decreased or  the stepsize (h) in- 
creased. If I Un 1 > TI ,  the order (p) can be increased or the step (h) decreased. 
4.1 PROCEDURE FOR CHANGING STEPSIZE 
A stepsize change during the integration requires k- values of the solution 
at the new stepsize to provide the required table (Figure 1). Since, in general, 
many values of the solution at the old stepsize are available, an interpolation 
scheme over these values is used to obtain the corresponding values in incre- 
ments of the new stepsize. We remark that if an increase in stepsize is re- 
quired, the last point computed is accepted, and if  the step is to be decreased, 
this point is rejected since the associated local e r ro r  is larger than the allowable 
upper bound TI. 
In the program, two techniques designed for changing the stepsize are 
available : 
(a) Halving-Doubling: 
When using this option, the stepsize is modified by either halving, or  
doubling the current stepsize. In the case of doubling, the required back points 
’Velez, C .  E. (1967): “Local Error Control and I t s  Ef fects  on the Optimization of Orbital 
Integration”, NASA X-553-67-366. 
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are  obtained by selecting every other point of the last 2 k  points. In the case of 
halving, the last k / 2  points a r e  used along with midpoints obtained by interpola- 
tion. 
(b) Stepsize Computation: 
When using this option, the stepsize is computed a s  a function of the current 
order and local e r ro r  estimate , i.e., given an "allowable" local e r ror  D,,  [ e, E 
(T,, T,)] , the new stepsize hop is given by 
1 / p + 2  
hop t = h[$] 
E U,, < D,, the stepsize is increased, and if Un > m,, the stepsize is decreased, 
where the new stepsize is approximately "optimal" with respect to e, , i.e., the 
"largest" stepsize which will allow the local e r ro r  O-, for the given order p .  
Once the new stepsize has been computed, the required k values are  ob- 
tained by interpolation over the backpoints available at the old stepsize. 
In both cases, once the required backpoints a t  the new stepsize a re  obtained, 
the computation proceeds starting with step 2 of Section 3.1. 
0 
4.2 PROCEDURE FOR CHANGING ORDER 
The process of changing the order is less involved than that of changing the 
step. Because of the type of formulas being used, changing the order amounts 
to decreasing or increasing the number of terms retained. If the order is to be 
decreased, one less difference is retained in the computation of subsequent 
points. If an increase in order is required, the last point is rejected, the order 
is increased, and the point is recomputed by returning to step 2 of Section 3.1. 
Since the local e r ror  is allowed to vary through a range, the order being 
used is one that will satisfy the tolerances but will not necessarily be the 
smallest o r  "optimum" order that can be used. An option has been included to 
test the differences at each step against a tolerance c2 until the optimal order 
corresponding to this tolerance is established. Although T, 5 c2 5 T,, e2 
should be close to TI to obtain a "smallest" order whose local e r ro r  will satisfy 
the upper bound. 
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4.3 MECHANICS FOR VARYING ORDER AND STEP 
Depending on the nature of the orbit being integrated, the step and order 
can be varied alone, in combination*, or can-remain fixed throughout the inte- 
gration. These operations a re  referenced a s  (a) vary order - fixed step, 
(b) vary step - fixed order, (c) vary order - vary step and (d) fixed order - fixed 
step modes. 
The mechanics of the operations are  as follows: 
(a) The controls for vary order - fixed step a re  applied such that for 
Un < T, , the order (p) is decreased by one; for U, > T, , the order is 
increased by one. 
(b) The controls for vary step - fixed order a re  applied such that for 
Un < T,, the stepsize is increased; for Un > T,, the stepsize is de- 
creased. 
(c) The controls for vary order - vary step are  applied such that for 
Un < T, and p 5 L, , the stepsize is increased; for U, > T, and p 2 L,, 
the stepsize is decreased, where L, and L, are  integers specifying the 
lower and upper bounds on the order, i.e., the stepsize is modified if p 
fails the inequality L, 1 p 2 L,. The order (p) is then arbitrarily ad- 
justed to L, + (L2 - L,)/2. After  one point is computed at the new 
stepsize, (p) is optimized. 
If, however, Un < T, and p > L,, the order is decreased; i f  Un > T, 
with p < L, , the order is increased. 
The modes (a), (b), and (c) when selected are  also used to adjust the initial 
starting table. Mode (a), by varying the order, insures that the best order for 
the given step is selected. When modes (b) or (c) a re  selected, the table is re-  
started if the stepsize requires changing. 
* Both step and order optimization can be  used in combination with a restriction cr , > c,. 
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V. THE MULTIREVOLUTION PROCESS 
(Predictor) 
5.1 FORMULATION 
A n  option has been included to "step ahead" the calculations in multirevolu- 
tion increments. The multirevolution procedure is a combination extrapolation 
and integration technique. 
A cycle in the algorithm consists of first extrapolating o r  "predicting" the 
orbital elements n - revolutions ahead. Then, starting with these extrapolated 
values, the equations of motion are integrated over one revolution. Finally, the 
extrapolated values are improved by using a corrector formula along with the 
information obtained from the single revolution integration. 
Consider the following definitions as they relate to the formulas and pro- 
cedure to be outlined: 
(a) f j  - the value of an orbital element at the descending node of the j t h  
revolution. Since this is a 3-coordinate system, every reference to a 
function actually represents a computation for each coordinate, both 
position and velocity. 
(b) n - the number of revolutions to be stepped ahead. 
(c) On - the backward difference taken at  n times the step of V, so that 
i f  V f j  = f j  - f j - l ,  then 0, f j  = f j  - f j - , .  
(d) k - the order of the highest backward difference VA to be retained in 
the multirevolution formulas. 
The formulas used in the multirevolution process4 are: 
(9) 






A f j  = f j + l  - f j  
ai - 1 - [ z b j a i - j ]  i = 1 , 2 , 3 . .  . . 
* -  
ai - - L b j  a:-. 1 i =  1 , 2 , 3 . .  . . 
j = 1  
k = 1 , 2 , 3 ,  . . . . - - 
bk - (k t 1) ! 
5.2 COMPUTATION PROCEDURE FOR MULTIREVOLUTION ALGORITHM 
J u s t  as  in the Cowell integration, the multirevolution formulas require a 
set of starting values. This starting table (see Figure 2) is obtained by inte- 
grating using the Cowell procedure until a sufficient number (kn + 2) of values 
of orbital elements at the descending node of a revolution are  obtained. (Values 
of the orbital elements at the descending node of any revolution are  obtained by 
inverse interpolation, Le., a direct interpolation is made to find the time of 
nodal crossing, followed by an inverse interpolation to obtain the values of the 
orbital elements.) Then the forward differences A f i  = f + 1  - f i ,  i = 0, n ,  
2n, . . . . . . . . k n  are computed, and from these values the differences VA (Af,.), 
i = 1, 2, . .. . k; where 
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Orbital Elements 
at  Descending 
Node 
f 0  
f l 
f"  
f " t  1 
f2" 
f2" t 1 
fkn 
'(k + 1 )  n 
1st Forward 
Difference 
L \ f O  
A f" 
I") f 2" 
Af (k  - I ) "  
Af(k  + I ) n  
1st Backward 
Diff. at  n Times 
the Step 
'n (Af(k t 1)" )  
'(k + 1) n t 1 
Values above the l ine  are required starting information. 
Those below the l ine  are then produced using the extrapolation procedure. 
'," (Of(, t 1 ) " )  
Figure 2 
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Having obtained the necessary starting information , the extrapolation cycle 
can begin: 
(1) Extrapolate n-revolutions ahead using (9) with j = kn to obtain An fk,,. 
(2) Compute a predicted (extrapolated) value f ( , - the element at the 
descending node of the (k + 1) nth  revolution by 
- 
n f k n  ' '(k-1) ( n + l ) '  (k+l)n 
(3) Using the extrapolated values, integrate one revolution to the next node. 
- 
e 
Then compute the forward difference A f ( ) n  - '(ktl) - f ( k + l ) n *  
(4) Compute the backward differences VA ( f ( ),, ) i = 1, 2 ... k using 
(1 1) 
(5) Using (10) to obtain a corrected On( f ( , , , ) ,  ), a corrected value of the 
and the cycle is  complete. 
+ f ( k - 2 ) n + 1  ) is computed orbital elements f ( k t l ) n  = 'n ( ( k t 1 ) n 
The multirevolution process is continued by repetition of the 5 cycle steps 
with ( j )  in step 1 updated for the current revolution, i.e., j = (k + l ) n ,  (k + 2)n, 
... . 
Remark: There is an option in the program to delete step (5), i.e.,to extrapolate 
using only the predictor formula. 
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VI. FLOW CHARTS 
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ELEMENTS 
CONVERT TO POSITION 
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ARE TO BE VARIED. 
Flow Chart A 
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INCREMENT 
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F low Chart B 
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Flow Chart C 
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VII. OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
7.1 SEQUENCE O F  INPUT DATA CARDS 
1. Logical switch settings 
2. Cowell Integration beginning and ending times 
3. Step sizes for Runge Kutta integration 
4. Epoch date 
5.-6. Orbital elements at epoch 
7.  Tolerances for controlling local e r ror  
8. Mode of Operation 
9. Cowell integration order, step or 'order limits. 
10. Special print out interval 
11. Extrapolation mode - order and stepped revolutions. 
During a computer application in which several integrations a re  to be per- 
formed, data cards 1, through 9 are  required for the first integration while suc- 
cessive integrations require only the logical switch settings (Card 1) and changed 
information. 
7.2 DESCRIPTION OF INPUT CARDS 
Card #1 - Format (30L1, 11) A true (T) in the column corresponding to the 
ISWT index number indicates: 
Column Format Re marks 
1 T ISWT(1) - New run - Read all new parameters. 
2 T ISWT(2) - Repeat last run - Different mode. 





















2 1  



















ISWT(4) - Repeat last run - Different tolerances. 
ISWT(5) - Repeat last run - Different order or  step. 
ISWT(6) - Repeat last run - Different integration times. 
ISWT(7) - U s e  w i t h  options other than 2 or 5 to suppress 
print out except for a specified portion of the orbit. 
ISWT(8) - U s e  NPT to produce print out based on the 
number of integration steps. 
ISWT(9) - Used to indicate that the initial conditions 
are to be input a s  position and velocity vectors. 
ISWT(10) - Repeat last run - Change Runge-Kutta step- 
sizes. 
ISWT(11) - Run in extrapolation mode. 
ISWT(12) - Print e r ro r  vectors for elliptic motion. 
ISWT(13) - Restart with new extrapolation case. 
ISWT(14) - Not used. 
ISWT(15) - Extrapolate by prediction only. (False - 
by prediction a d  correction.) 
ISWT(16) - Run with step optimization. 
ISWT(17) - Run with order optimization. 
IsWT(18) - Print out nodal information. 
ISWT(19) - Not used. 
ISWT(20) - Not used. 
Full earth gravity applied. (True-elliptic motion only.) 
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Column Format Remarks 
22 T Lunar gravity applied. 
23 T Solar gravity applied. 
24 T Atmospheric drag applied. 
25 T Solar radiation applied. 
31 I IND - Integer # 0, program execution wi l l  be terminated. 
Card #2 - Format (2D15.8,18) 
Column Format Remarks 
1- 15 =kX.XXXXXXXXD *XX To - Integration starting time (minutes). 
16 - 30 =kX.XXXXXXXXD *XX FT - Integration final time (minutes). 
31 - 38 IIIIlIII NPT - Print out interval. For normal 
output [ISWT(8) = false] NPT is inter- 
preted as minutes of orbit. If [ ISWT(8) 
= t rue] ,  NPT is interpreted as the num- 
ber of integrated points. 
Card #3 - Format (2D10.3) 
Column Format Remarks 
1 - 10 * x . m  *xx H 1  - Runge Kutta step size when inte- 
grating forward (c .u.t.). 
H2 - Runge Kutta step size for inte- 
grating backward. 
11 - 20 kX.xxxD *xx 
Column Format Remarks 
1 - 6  YYMMDD Year, month, day of epoch. 
7 - 10 HHMM Hours and minutes of epoch date. 
11 - 1 7  XX.XXXX Seconds of epoch date. 
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Cards #5-6 - Format (3D24.17/3D24.17\ 
Remarks Column Format 
1 - 2 4  ELZM(1) - Semi-major 
axis (c .u .1.) . 
25 - 48 
49 - 72 
1 - 2 4  
ELEM(2) - Eccentricity. 
ELEM(3) - Inclination (rad.). 
ELEM(4) - Mean anomaly 
(rad.). 
25 -48 ELEM(5) - Argument of 
perigee (rad.). 
49 - 72 ELEM(6) - Longitude of 
node (rad.). 
- or  - 
1 - 2 4  f X.XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXD f XX Xl(3) - X,, Y o ,  Z,, coor- 
dinate s for initial position 
vector. (c.u.1.) 
2 5 - 4 8  f X.XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXD f XX 
49 - 72 
1 - 2 4  
5X.XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXD f XX 
XDl(3) - Xo,  Y o ,  Z , coor- 
dinates for initial velocity 
vector. (c .u.l.jc.u.t.j 
f X.XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXD f XX 
25 - 48 
49 - 72  fX.XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXD*XX 
Card #7 - Format (5D10.3) 
Format Column Remarks 
1-10 f X.XXXD f XX TOLl - Upper tolerance limit for local trunca- 
tion error  control. (T,) 
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Column Format Remarks 
11 - 20 fX.XXXDfXX TOL2 - Lower tolerance limit for local trunca- 
tion e r ror  control. (T,) 
21 - 30 * X.XXXD f XX CTOL - Accuracy requirement for integration 
corrector cycle convergence. ( 6  ) 
31 - 4 0  *X.XXXD f X X  TOL3 - Tolerance used for optimum step com- 
putation. ( G - ~ )  
41 - 50 f X.XXXD f XX TOL4 - Tolerance used for optimum order 
option. ( u 2 )  
Card #8 - Format (11) 
Column Format Remarks 
1 I Mode - 1 - indicates vary step vary order option. 
2 - indicates vary step fixed order option. 
3 - indicates vary order fixed step option. 
4 - indicates fixed order fixed step option. 
Card #9 - (With Mode = 1) Format (213) 
Column Format Remarks 
1 - 3  
4 - 6  
111 
I11 
L1 - Lower order limit for vary order-vary step mode. 
L2 - Upper order limit for vary order-vary step mode. 
Card #9 - (With Mode = 2) Format (D24.17,12) 
Column Format Remarks 
1 - 2 4  fX.XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXD+XX DUM - Dummy variable. 
25 - 2 6  II ORDER - Cowell integra- 
tion order 
22 
Card  #9 - (With Mode = 3)  Format (D24.17,12) 
Column Forma t  R e m a r k s  
I 
1 - 2 4  *X.xXXXXXXXXXXXXmXXD*XX DEL - Cowell integration 
skps ize  in m*mtes. 
25 - 26 It DUM - Dummy variable. 
Card  #9 - (W i th  Mode = 4) F o r m a t  (D24.17,12) 
Column Forma t  R e m a r k s  
1 - 2 4  &X.XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX=D&XX DEL - Integration stepsize 
(mins  . ) . 
25 - 26 II ORDER - Order  to be used 
fo r  integration. 
Ca rd  #10 - (With ISWT(7) = TRUE) Format (3D10.3) 
c OlUrn! F o r m a t  R e  marks 
1 - 1 0  f X.XXXD f XX BEGTIM - Starting time for print out (mins.). 0 
11 - 2 0  f X.XXXD f XX ENDTIM - End time fo r  pr in t  out (mins.). 
21  - 30 fX.XXXD =!== BEGT2 - Start print out at this time and con- 
time to end of run  (mins.). 
Card  #11 - (With ISWT(11) = TRUE) Forma t  (213) 
Column Forma t  R e m a r k s  
1 - 3  It1 NEXT - Number of revolutions t o  be "stepped". 
4 - 6  It1 KEXT - Number of differences retained in the extra- 
polation formulas. 
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7.3 BLOCK DATA 
Input parameters a re  also supplied through a block data section of the pro- 
gram. These a re  parameters required by the force model and may be changed 
by replacing the values in the following data statements: 
(1) DATA GM/l.DO/, AE/l.DO/ 
GM - gravitational constant times mass of the earth. 
AE - semi-major axis of reference ellipsoid in c.u.1. 
(2) DATA EMASS (1)/.012299896DO/ 
EMASS (1) - ratio of mass of moon to mass of earth 
(3) DATA EMASS (2)/332951.3DO/ 
EMASS (2) - ratio of mass of sun to mass of earth. 
(4) DATA WE, F, CAPR, CD/.5883369D-01, 298.25D0, 6378.166D0, 2.3D0/ 
WE - angular rotation of earth 
F - earth flattening constant 
CAPR - 1 c.u.1. in lun. 
CD - drag coefficient 
(5) DATA AREA, SATMAS/.XXXX-D fXX,  .=-D *XX/ 
AREA - area of satellite in grams/cm2. 
SATMAS - mass of satellite in grams 
(6) DATA RHOl, RH02, RH04/2*.XXXD *txX, 30.DO/ 
differential correction parameters 
RHOl - 1 
RH02 - 1 
I R H 0 4  - atmospheric bulge angle in degrees 
e (7) DATA ((CS (I, J), I = 1, 20), J = 1, 23)/ CS - harmonic coefficients 
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VIII. SUBROUTINES USED 
The Cowell integration program is designed as-a system of subroutines 
under the control of an executive routine. The FORTRAN name and brief de- 
scription follow : 
EXEC - Directs the integration process. 
PCCOFF - Computes the coefficients for the Cowell integration formulas. 
Calling Sequence: CALL PCCOFF (PX, PXD, CX, CXD, I). 
where I = the number of coefficients to be 
computed. 
TRANS - Converts orbital elements to position and velocity coordinates. 
Calling Sequence: CALL TRANS. 
TRANS2 - Converts position and velocity coordinates to orbital elements. 
Calling Sequence: CALL TRANSB. 
TABLE - Using Runge Kutta  integration, computes the starting table of 
values required for the Cowell integration model. 
Calling Sequence: CALL TABLE. 
FRCS - Computes accelerations using the equations of motion (Ap- 
pendix B) o r  elliptic motion. 
Calling Sequence: CALL FRCS, 
C STE P - Performs Cowell predictor-corrector cycle. 
Calling Sequence: CALL CSTEP. 
SUMS - Computes IS and I 'S for Cowell integration. 
Calling Sequence: CALL SUMS. 
CKDIFF - Computes the i t h  backward differences V Xn for Cowell 
integration. 















- Test and control section for local truncation e r ror  associated 
with Cowell integration. 
Calling Sequence: CALL TEST. 
- Computes the new starting points when a change of step size 
is required. 
Calling Sequence: CALL TABLEB. 
- Hermite interpolation used to produce backpoints when changing 
step size or  to produce points at print out request times. 
Calling Sequence: CALL HEMINT. 
- Performs Runge Kutta type integration using formulas in 
Appendix A. 
- Formats printed output at print request times. 
- Collects information throughout the integration to produce an 
efficiency summary. 
- Extrapolates a point n-revolutions ahead. 
- Computes coefficients for extrapolation formulas. 
- Computes the differences VA of the larger forward differences 
for extrapolation formulas. 
- CompGtes Itmar and solar ephemerides. 
Calling Sequence: CALL EPHEM. 
- Obtains the lunar and  solar quantities for a 5-day interval and 
obtains the coefficients for a least squares fit to a 4th order 
polynomial. 
- Computes the acceleration due to earth's gravity. 
- Computes the acceleration effect due to solar and lunar gravity. 
- Computes the acceleration effect due to atmospheric drag. 
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SOLRAD 
BLOCK DATA - See Section 7.3. 











"I cc J 
CTOL 
cx CXD 1 
DEL 
M. CODING INFORMATION 
Defined Svmbols* 
- start printout a t  this time and continue printing to end of run. 
- begin printout a t  this time and print to a specified final time 
(E N DT IM) . 
- conversion factor meters/c .u.l.** 
- Cowell integration step size h in c.u.t.** 
- atmospheric drag constant 
- name of common block containing CSAVE. 
- running time for routine CSTEP. 
- common block containing variables S1, S2, PX,  PXD, CX, CXD, 
CTOL, SAVE , ITER. 
- location for saving position predictor and corrector coefficients 
for last retained term of series. 
- predictor-corrector coefficients for extrapolation process. 
- accuracy criterion for Cowell corrector cycle convergence. 
- arrays of coefficients for Cowell corrector formulas. 
- Cowell integration step size in minutes. 
* 
Symbols relating to the constants used in the force model have been omitted; see BLOCK DATA 
subroutine. 
Canonical unit of length (c.u.1.) = 6378.166 kms. * *  
Canonical unit of time (c.u.t .)  806.81242 s e c s .  
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DIFF - array containing differences V i  fn to be used in the Cowell 
equations for correcting. 
ELEM - array containing orbital elements. 
/EMS/ - common block containing E LE M. 
ENDTIM - print out end time to be used with (BEGTIM). 
FNP - used with print request to adjust interpolation location. (FNP = 
2 will cause interpolation between 2nd and 3rd end points of data 
array.) 
FORCS - running time for routine FRCS. 
FT - the total length of integration in mins. 
FX 
FXD ] - arrays for position, velocity and acceleration coordinates inter- 
FXDD 
polated using the Hermite interpolation subroutine. 
H1 - Runge Kutta step size for forward integration. 
IENT - number of step sizes selected during the integration. 
INCOWL - number of integration steps. 
/INTERP/ - common block containing FX, FXD, FXDD, T1, K1,  M,  M1 
(Parameter M1 in HERMITE routine is called L.) 
ISC T - counter for the number of points at a particular step size. 
ISWT - set of logical switches to control program operation. 
ITER - number of Cowell corrector cycle iterations. 
KEXT - the order to be used for extrapolation. 
K 1  - starting point of array to be interpolated using Hermite inter- 
polat ion. 
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K 0 - location of current integrated point(s) in the vector arrays. 
limits on order to be used with vary order - vary step mode 
to coEtrol. step size changes. L2 
/LIMITS/ - common block containing TOL1, TOL2, TC,  ISCT, ISWT, SW, 
ORDER, L1, L2,  MODE. 
M1 - location of interpolated value returned from HEMINT routine. 
MODE - integer value to indicate the manner in which the program is 
operating. 
1 = Vary Step - Vary Order 
2 = Vary Step - Fixed Order 
3 = Vary Order - Fixed Step 
4 = Fixed Order - Fixed Step 
M - order of hermite interpolation polynomial. 
NC T - total number of Cowell steps taken. 
- maximum and minimum order limits. 
NEXT - number of revolutions to be "stepped" in extrapolation process. 
/NODE/ - common section containing XNODE, XDNODE, TNOD, C ,  CC,  
KK, J1, NDIFF, NEXT, KEXT, INODE. 
NPT - output interval. 
N - number of differences carried in the integration. 
/ODEL/ - common block containing NL1, NL2. 
/OPT/ - common block containing BEGTIM, ENDTIM, BEGT2. 
ORDER - order of the Cowell integration formulas. 
PERIOD - computed period of the satellite. 
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/PERTS/ - common block containing ALT, DEN, HM, WE, ESQ, B, F, CDP, 
RHO1, RH02,  RH04,  CAPR, AREA, SATMAS, CD, MD. 
PX D 1 - arrays of coefficients for Cowell predictor formulas. 
- array containing differences O i x n  to be used in the Cowell 
equations for predicting. 
SAVE 
s2 1 } - arrays containing first and second sums, IS, 'IS. 
- set of logical switches for internal program control. SW 
T 
TC 
- elapsed time from epoch in c.u.t. 
- constant for converting minutes to c.u.t. 
- integration starting time in minutes. TEPOCH 
/TIMING/ - common block containing stored information for a print out 
resume. 
TI - interpolation time for  positions and velocities when using 
Hermite interpolation. 
- array containing times of nodal crossings. TNOD 
- square of Cowell integration step size in c.u.t. TT 
TREQ 
TOL2 
- output request time in minutes from epoch. 
- upper and lower bounds on local truncation error .  
TOL3 1 
TOL4 1 - ul, a2 defining "allowable" local e r ro r  for step and order computation, 
TOUT - elapsed time from epoch in minutes. 
- conversion factor sec/cut. TSEC 
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/WORKER/ - common block containing X, XD, XDD, XXDD, DIFF ,  CDEL, TT, ‘ 0  T, TREQ, TOUT, K, N. 
XDD - array for storing acceleration coordinates of the form h2 X. 
XDNODE - array for storing extrapolated velocities. 
I -  
XD - storage array for integrated velocity coordinates. 
XNODE - storage array under extrapolation mode for position coordi- 
nates. 
X - storage array for integrated position coordinates. 
XXDD - value for current acceleration coordinate computed without 
h2 in the equation. 
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X. ERROR CODES 
(1) INITIAL TABLE FAILED TOLERANCES ----- PROCEDURE 
RESTART WITH NEW STEPSIZE. 
RUN TERMINATED ... ITERATIONS GREATER THAN 3. 
FINAL TIME = .XXX D+XX 
(2) 
ORDER CYCLE DOES NOT CONVERGE WITHIN SET LIMITS. 
FINAL TIME = .xX DkxX 
(3 ) 
(4) S T E P  CHANGES GREATER THAN 90. RESUME INCOMPLETE. 
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XI. STORAGE REQUIREMENTS (1108 configuration) 

































































































Parameters and constants 
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No. of Decimal  Locations Approximate 
3978 

























Amrox ima te  Locations 
3672 




1 9 8  fORMAT(2D15*0~18)  
199 FORMAT(I1) 
2 0 2  F O R M A T ( ~ H ~ ~ ~ ~ X ~ ~ H C O W E L L  NUMEKICAL INTEGRATION) 
2 0 3  FORMAT~1hOv49X1OHTOLERANCES/lHO2OX4HTOL129Xv4HT~L229X4HCTnL/i7Xv 
204  FORMAT(lHO4OX32HEXTRAPoLATION BY PREDICTION ONLY) 
205~FORMAT(lh033X42HEXTHAPOLATION BY PREDICTION AND CORRECTIOt,i) 
211 FORMAT(1H039X31HRUNGE-hUTTA STEPSIZES I N  V ~ U ~ T ~ / 1 H O V O X v 3 H w l = ~ l O ~  
213 F O R M A T ( ~ H O ~ ~ ~ X ~ ~ H P E K I O ~ F ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
2 4 4  FORMAT(1H v///vlBXv4OHSTEP AND ORDER OPTIMIZATION WITH T o 1 3  OF 
245 FORHAT (lXv///27Xv31HORDER OPTIMIZATION WITH TOL4 O F  015.R) 
2b6 FORMAT(1H v///v28Xv30HSTEP OPTIMIZATION WITH TOL3 OF 0 1 5 . ~ 1  
2 4 7  FORMAT( iH l / / / / / / / / / / / /  26Xv 57HVARI-ORiXR VARI-STEP COWELL. NiJMER 
248 FORMAT(lH1/////////////////////////26XS8HVAKI-ORDER FIXED-STFP CW 
249  FORMAT(lH1/////////////////////////26X59HFIXED-ORDER FIXEn-STEP 
200 F O R M A T ( 3 0 L l v I l )  
2 0 1  FORMAT(3D24e17/3D24e17) 
* 0 1 0 * 3 * 2 ( 2 3 X * D l O e 3 ) )  
13Xv3HH2=D10.3) 
212 FORMAT(1HOv4OXllHFINAL TEME=D19e12) 
2 1 7  FORMAT ( lH0 / /~49Xv l2H0RDER L I M I T q /  50x1  1 3 v 4 X v I 3 )  
* D 1 5 . 8 ~  1214 AND TOLI, OF D15e8) 
S A L  INTEGRATION PROGRAM) 
1kLL NUMERICAL INTEGRATION PROGHAifl) 
lwELL  NUMERICAL INTEGRATION PHOGRAM) 
l E L L  NUMERICAL INTEGRATIW PROGRAn) 
1CENTRICITY24X11HINCLINkTION) 
250 FORMAT(lH1 / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /26XSBHFIXED-ORDER VARI-STFP COJ 
251 F O R M A T ( ~ H O ~ ~ X ~ ~ H I I V I T I A L  ORBITAL ELEMENTS/lH016X9HSmMe AXIC24X12HEC 
2 5 2  FORMAT(J(lOXv024.16)) 
2 5 3  FORRAT(lhO15X12HYEA~ At\.OMALY,EOXl!iiHARGe OF PERIGEE20X13HLnNGe OF N 
350 FORMAT (21HO T I h E  1N ROUTINE , 1 X  A6 ,  F12 e 5 ~ 4 H  SEC 1 
1ODE 1 
3 5 5  FORMAT ( 2 l H  T I M t  I:J HOUTINE iXvAbvF12.5)  
360 FORMAT ( lH1/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /60Xl lHFoRCE MODEL) 
302 FORMAT(///50Xv36tiAe GEoPOTENTIAL COEFFICIENTS APPLIED) 
3 6 4  FORMAT(///~OXP~BI-IA~ ELL IPT IC  MOTION) 
3 6 6  FORMAT(///SOXv24i-ltl* LUNAR GRAVITY APPLIED) 
368 FORMAT(///50Xv24HCe SOLAR G R A V I T Y  APPLIED) 
3 6 9  FORMAT(///50Xt2UHUe ATkie DRAG APPLIED) 
3 7 2  FORMAT(///50Xv26HEe SOLAR RADIATION APPLIED) 




c dRAG CONSTANTS 
00 2 4  J = l v 2  
00 2 4  I = l v 4 0  




t F ( 1 e D O - F )  
RHO4=RHO4*DRAD 
SIGMA= (CSUBH*PSUFI*AhEA 1 /SATMAS 
C 5OLAR RADIATIO,J CONSlANT 
c CONVLHT TO CUL/CclT**L 
SIGMA=(SIGMA*TSEC**L) / (CAPR*1*1,+(15)  
N L k 4  
C MAXIMUM OR3EH LIh!ITS 











2 1  
11 
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C A L L  FRCS 
C A L L  CLOCK(XM) 











I F ( I S v l T ( 8 ) )  GO To 17 
GO TO ( 1 9 ~ 1 8 ) e I T T  
GO TO 1 4  
TREQ=TREQ+FNPT 
GO TO 15 
CONTINUE 
IF(SW(9)) GO TO 5sO 




I F ( N P T o N ) 2 0 r 2 l r 2 2  
GO TO 2 3  
NCT=O 
GO TO 2 3  
NCT=N 
L=K+1 
TO COMPUTE FlHST ANIJ SECOND SUMS 
C A L L  SUMS 
I F ( S r l ( l 2 ) )  GO TO 11 
k H I T E ( 3 r 2 0 2 )  





GO TO ( 6 1 ~ 6 2 ) t I T T  
GO TO 43 
IF(FTl+(FNP+l.DO)*CUEL .GTeT) GO TO 300 
CONTINUE 
C A L L  EPHQAN 
C A L L  CSTEP 
M=K-3 
IF(TREQeGTeT0UT) GO TO 17 
IF(TREQeLTeTOUT1 GO TO 17 
NCT=M-(N/NPT)*NPT 
I F ( I S H T ( 1 6 ) )  SN(EO)=eTHLJEe 
TOUT = T/TC+eSD-13 
IF(FTl+(FNP+ieDO)*CGEL eLTeT) GO TO 300 
IF(ETIMEoLEeUAY1) GO 10 1000 
SW(12)=eFALSLe 
I F  ( ( X (M t 3) e L T  0.01 j0 e Al\11) X ( 3l-1 t 3) . GT e 0 e 0 0 0  1 AN0 e ( ISWT ( 11 1 . I  ,R. T CUT( 
1 8 ) ) ) C A L L  T N C O ~  
4 1  II~COWL=INCOUL + 1 
I F ( S W ( 1 2 ) )  GO Tu 31 
ITERS= ITERS + I T E R  





C A L L  FRCS 
DO 13 I=1r3 
OIFF(l~I)=XOO(K~I)-XOD~K~l V I )  
DO 13 J = 2 r N  
13 O I F F ( J I I ) = D I F F ( J - ~ ~ I ) -  SAVE(J- i r1)  
I F  ( ITER *LE. 3) 60 TO 100 
RETURN 
S l ( I ) = S l ( I )  + XDI) (Kr I )  
C A L L  CLOCK (XH) 
COWL= COWL + XR - X t  
RETURN 
END 
11 00 12 I = l r 3  
12 S 2 ( 1 ) = s 1 ( 1 ) + 5 2 ( 1 )  
r) ELT O I F F r l r 6 7 0 8 3 0 r  47581 
D E ~ F  & 
C 
C FORPOSE TO CALCULATE THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ANY TWO TIME 
C POINTS It4 THE 20TH CENTURY 
C 
C 
c CALLING SEQUENCE C A L L  D X F F ( I Y M D ~ ~ I H M S ~ ~ ~ Y Y D ~ ~ I H M S ~ ~ I D A Y ~ T S E C )  
C 
c SYHt3OL TYPE OESCRIPTIOh 
C 
c I Y M D l ( 1 )  I INPUT - DATE I N  THE FORM YYMMDD 
C 
C I t i H j l ( 1 )  I INPUT - TIME ON DATE I Y H D l  I N  FOR* YYMMUn 
C 
C IYHDZ(1)  I INPUT - DATE I N  THE FORM YYMMDD 
C 
c I r i H s 2 ( 1 )  I INPUT - TIME ON DATE lYMD2 I N  FORM HHuMSS 
C 
C I o A Y ( 1 )  I OUTPUT - ELAPSE0 FJLL DAYS DIFFEHENCE 
C I D A Y  I S  NEGATIVE I F  IYM32rIHhiS2 
C I S  ThE EASLIER TIME 
C 
c I S E C ( 1 1  I OUTPUT - REMAINDER OF DIFFERENCE I N  SFCOSnS. 
C ISEC FOLLOWS THE SIGN OF IDAY 
C 
C 




C---------- SET THE ELAPsE~J UAYS AT THE &GINNING OF EACH MONTH 
C SINCE THE STrRT OF A NON-LEAP YEAR 
C 
C 
C---------- SET THE ELAPSE3 GAYS AT THE BEGINNING OF EACH MONTH 




SUBflOUTINE ~ ~ I F F ~ ~ Y M ~ ~ ~ , I H H S ~ ~ I Y M D Z ~ I H M S ~ ~ I T J A Y ~ I S E C )  
3IHkNSZON N Y E A R ( ~ ~ ) P L Y F A H ( ~ ~ )  
GATA I\IYEAR / 0 ~ 3 1 r 5 9 ~ 9 0 r 1 2 0 r 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ 2 1 2 ~ 2 ~ 3 ~ 2 7 3 ~ 3 0 4 ~ 3 3 4 /  
OATA LYEAR /U~31rb0r91r121r152r182~21~~2~4~27~~305~335/ 
IYEARl=O 
I Y EAH2=O 
C 
D I F F  
D I F F  
D I F F  
D I F F  
D I F F  
D I F F  
OIFF 
D I F F  
D I F F  
D I F F  
D I F F  
D I F F  
D I F F  
D I F F  
OIFF 
D I F F  
D I F F  





















































R-GEOCENTRIC RADIUS TO SATELLITE I N  EARTH R A D I I  
GM-GRAVITATIONAL CONSTANT TIMES MASS OF EARTH 
P(MvN)-COEFFICIENTS OF LEGENDRE POLYNOMIAL 
C(N,M)-COEFFICIENTS OF COSINE FUNCTION 
S(NIM)-COFFICIENTS OF SINE FUNCTION 
INDEX1-DEGREE OF SUMMATION PLUS 1 
DIMENSION P ~ 2 2 v 2 0 ~ ~ 5 ~ 2 0 ~ 2 3 ~ ~ C 0 S L A M ~ 2 l ~ ~ S I N L A M ~ 2 l ~ ~ T P S I M ~ 2 1 ~ ~  
C ( 2 0 ~ 2 3 )  
DOUBLE PRECISION XtXDvXUDvXXGD,DIFFvCDEL,TT,T,TREQITOUT 
DOUBLE PRECISION GM~AE,RIHSQ,HQ~THETGICS,S ,C ,RASAT,PR,DR,PLAMDA~ 
* DLAMDAvPPSI~DPSIvLAMt3DAvGMRvPRRvPLXYvPPTPvCOSLA * S I N L A M ~ T P S I ~ ~ ~ T A N P S I I S I N P S I P C O S P S I ~ Z E R O P C P ~ ~ C L ~ ~  
t F l r F 2 t F 3 ~ F 4 ~ F N l r R N ~ R I N V , F M , P 1 , X Y S Q v R T X Y S Q ~ D X ( 3 )  
* ~ D A T A N ~ , ~ S I N ~ D C O S I O S P H T , P , T C ~  
C O M M O N / W O R K E R / X ~ 2 0 0 ~ 3 ~ r X 0 ( 2 0 0 , 3 ~ r X D D ~ 2 0 0 ~ 3 ~ ~ X X D D ~ 3 ~ ~ D I F F ~ 6 0 ~ 3 ~ ~  
C O M M O N / C O N S T ~ / G M I A E ~ K ~ R S Q P R Q , ~ H E T G , T C ~  
COMMON/FMODEL/CS(20r23) r INDEXl t INDEX3 
EQUIVALENCE ( T P S I M ( 2 ) , T A ~ P S I ) , ( C , S , C S ) , ( P , S I N P S I ) , ( P ( 2 , l ) , C O S P S I ~ ~  
* C ~ ~ L , T T I T , T R E Q , T O U T , K ~ N O ~ D  
C AND S COEFFICIENTS ARE 5TORtD I N  SAME MATRIX 
e (TPSIM t L t H O i  
SILT ZERO ELEMEIqTS O F  LEGENDRE POLYNOMIALS 
DATA Z E R O ~ S I N L A M ~ 1 ~ ~ C O S L k i ~ ~ l ~ / 2 * ~ . D O ~ l . 0 0 /  
OATA P ( 3 t l ) , P ( 4 r 2 l , P ( 5 r 3 ) ~ P ( 6 , 4 ) , P ( 7 t 5 ) , P ( 8 t 6 ) ~ P ( 9 ~ 7 ) ,  
e P ~ l O v 8 ~ ~ P ~ l l ~ 9 ~ ~ P ~ l 2 ~ l O ~ ~ P ~ l 3 v l l ~ v P ~ l ~ ~ l 2 ~ ~ P ~ l ~ ~ l 3 ~ ~ P ~ l 6 ~ l 4 ~ ~  . P ~ 1 7 ~ 1 5 ~ ~ P ~ 1 8 r 1 6 ~ r P ~ l 9 ~ l 7 ~ ~ P ~ 2 O ~ l 8 ~ , P ( 2 1 ~ l 9 ~ ~ P ~ 2 2 ~ 2 O ~ /  . 20*0 *DO/ 
R A S A T = D A T A N ~ ( X ( K , ~ ) P X ( K , ~ ) )  
X Y S Q = X ( K ~ L ) * * ~ + X ~ K I E ) * * E  
RTXYSQ=DSQHT(XYSQ) 
LAMBOAZRASAT - THETG 
SINLAM (2)=DSIN (LAMGDA) 
COSLAM(2)=DCOS(LAMdDA) 





C * * * * A L L  INUEXES 1 HIGHER THAN I N  ANALYSIS**** 
C 
c CALCULATE POLYIJOMIAL TERMS 



























P (2,2) =CP3*SIluP51 
P(3PL)=CP3*COsPSI 
TPSIM(3)=2eDU*TkNP51 










1 2 = N- 2 
ZONAL HARMONICS (p1 = 0 )  
TESSEHAL HARMONICS (I4 NON ZERO, LESS 1HAN N) 
P ( M ~ N ) = P ( M P N ~ ) + F ~ * P ( M - ~ P N ~ )  
IJN 1 =N + 1 
IF(NXeLTeN)GU TO 120 
SLCTORAL HARMONICS (M EQUAL TO N, NON ZERO) 











SUMMATION FOR PARTIALS 









00 200 MC=lvNl 
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M S = 2 4 - M C 
Pl=P(MCtNC) 
IF(MC.EQ.1)GO TO 150  
FM=FM+l.DO 
C 
C PARTIAL WITH RESPECT TO LAMBDA (SUMMATIOM) 
C 
DLAMDA=DLAMDA+FM*Pl*(S(I \ IStMS)*COSLAM(MC)-C(NCtMC)*SINLAM(MC) 1 
I F ( F 1 ) 1 7 5 r 2 0 0 t 1 7 5  
150 F~=C(NC~MC)*COSLAM(MC)+S(NS~MS)*SINLAM(MC) 
C 
C PARTIAL WITH RESPECT TO R (SUMMATION) 
C 
C 
C PARTIAL WITH RESPECT TO P S I  (SUMMATION) 
C 
175 DR=DR+Fl*Pl 
DPSI=DPSI+F l * (P(MC+l t i .1C) -TPSIN(MC)*P l )  
PH=PR+DR*FNl*RN 
PLAMDA=PLAMDA+DLAMUA*HN 

















COMPLETE PARTIAL WITH RESPECT TO R 
PR=-6MR*(l*OOO+PR)/R 
COMPLETE PARTIAL WITH RESPECT TO LAMBDA 
PLAMDA=GMR*PLAMUA 
COMPLETE PARTIAL N ITH RESPECT TO P S I  
PPSI=GMR*PPSI 
COhVERT ACCELERATION I N  SPHERICAL COORDINATES TO ACCELERATION I N  
RECTANGULAR COOROINATES (MULTIPLY BY MATRIX OF PARTIALS O F  




OX( l )=X(Kt l ) *PPTP-PLXY*XLK,2)  
QX(2)=X(Kt2)*PPTP+PLXY*X(Ktl) 
DX(3)=PHH*X(Kt3)+PPSI*RTXYSQ/RSQ 
X X D D ( l ) = D X ( l )  
XXDD(E)=UX(E) 
xxDD(3 )=Dx(3 )  
H t T UR iJ 
LNuD 
r3 ELT L P H t M t l t 6 7 0 9 2 7 t  50403 
13 EOF U 
C CALLING SEQUENCE C A L L  EPHEM(IY1tD l tAO)  
C 
c I Y 1  I INPUT YEARS SINCE 1960 
C D 1  0 INPUT TIME OF INTEREST I N  DAYS SINCE-IY1- 
c A 0  R OUTPUT VECTOA OF NINE ELEYENTS 
C ELkMENT5 1-3 INERTIAL XvYtZ COMPONENTS OF 

































ELEMENT 4 KANGE TO MMON (METERS) 
ELEMENTS 5-7 INERTIAL X,Y,Z, COMPONENTS O F  
ELEMENTS 0 RANGE TO SUN (METERS) 
ELEMENT 9 EQUATION OF THE EQUINOXES 
UNIT VECTOR TO SUN (METERS) 
SUBROUTINE EPHEM(IYl,Ul,AO) 
DOUBLE PRECISION U,T,TWOPID,CRADIDRSEC,THOOT~,THDOT~~THDOT~,DUMMY 
DOUBLE PRECISION Dl,DMIN,ETIkE 
DOUbLE PRECISION SLPT 
UIMENSION A O ( 9 )  
L) I MCN S I ON D A Y S ( 1 0 1 
COMMON/CONSTl /DUMMY( iO) ,THOOTl ,THD T ~ v D M I N ~ E T I M E P I Y B E G  
COMMON/CONST/dRADvTWOPID,DRStC,RAD,RSEC 
1 0  1 COMMON/CSUN/ASUIJ~PMOON,EMOON~TASUN 
REAL LSvLM 
EQUIVALENCE (SLPSLMGM) ~ ( S P P S L S G S )  P CP P CLSGS) 
DATA O A Y S / O o ~ ~ 6 6 o ~ 7 3 1 ~ ~ 1 0 9 6 ~ ~ 1 4 6 1 ~ ~ 1 8 2 7 ~ , 2 1 9 2 ~ ~ 2 5 5 7 0 ~ 2 9 2 2 o * 3 2 8 8 ~  
CPhENERIS DAYS SINCC JAN 0.5 1900 
0=D1+21913.5DO+i. )AYS(IYl)  




MEAN Ot3LIQUITY OF THE ECLIPTIC 
EPS=HAD*(23o452294-~0130125*1~o164E-5*TSQ~ 
MEAN LONGITUDE OF THL SUh 
L S ~ D M 0 D ~ D R S E C + ~ ~ 1 0 0 6 9 0 0 0 4 ~ 7 + o 1 2 9 6 0 2 7 6 8 1 3 D 9 * T + 1 ~ 0 8 9 * T S Q ~ ~ T W 0 P 1 ~ ~  




c2Ls=2 0 *c 1-1. 
s3Ls=sLs*(3.-4.*sLs**2) 
C3LS=CLS*(4.*C1-3.) 
MtAN LONGITUDE O F  PERIGEE OF THE SUN 
G S = R S E C * ( 1 0 1 2 3 9 5 o O D O + 6 1 8 9 ~ 0 3 * T S Q )  
SGS=SIN(GS) 
CGS=COS ( GS) 





















































C NUTATION I N  OdLIQUITY 
C 
OELEPS=DRSEC*(9e2106*COM-.0904*C2OM+.552*C2LS+*O8~4*C2LM 
e + 0183*C2LMOM+ * 1)216*C 3LSGS 1 
C 



















































EQUATION OF EWliJOXES 
A O ( ~ ) = C O ~ * D E L P S I  
LCCENTRICITY OF E A R T H ' S  ORBIT 
EbUN=.01675104-r418t-4*T 




A L S = L S + 2 . * E S U ~ * S I ~ ( ~ 2 - T A S U N ( I Y 1 ) )  
5ALS=SIN(ALS) 
CALS=COS(ALS) 
























A P P A R E N T  L O N G I T U D E  O F  MOON 
A L M  = 206265e*LM+22640e*SL-4586~*SLM2D . +237Oe*S2D+769e*S2L-668**SP-412e*S2F 
- ~ ~ ~ S * ( S ~ L * C ~ D - S ~ D * C ~ L ) - ~ O ~ . * ( S L P P * C ~ D - S ~ D * ( C L * C P - S L * S P ) )  
e +192**SLP20-165**SPM2D+l48.*SLMP-l25.*SD 
e + ~ ~ . * ( C ~ - C ~ ) - ~ ~ . * ( S L * C ~ D - S ~ D * C L ) + ~ ~ ~ S * ( . ~ ~ * S L - S L * * ~ )  . - ~ ~ ~ * S L M ~ D * C L M ~ D + ~ ~ . * ( S ~ J M ~ D * C P - S P * C L M ~ C )  
e -24**SPP2D+19e*(SL*C0-SD*CL)+l8e*(SP*CD+SD*CP)) /206265e 
A L M  = ( A L M - ~ ~ ~ S * S L P P - ~ ~ . * ( S ~ F * C ~ D - S ~ D * C ~ F ) - ~ ~ ~ * ( C ~ + C ~ )  
S A L M = S I N ( A L M )  
C A L M = C O S ( A L M )  
A P P A R E N T  L A T I T U O E  OF MOON 
S A L A T = S I I J  ( A L A T  1 
C A L A T = S Q R T ( l e - S A L A T * * 2 )  
I N L R T I A L  U N I T  VECTOR TO KOON 
C i = C A L A T * S A L M  
A O ( l ) = C A L A T * C A L M  
A 0 ( 2 ) = C 1 * C O B - S A L A T * S O B  
A 0 ( 3 ) = C l * S O B + S A L A T * C U B  
R A D I U S  V E C T O H  TO MOON 
57 
F I=I 
B ( I ) = ( F I - A L P H A ) * B ( I - l ) / ( F T + r . 0 0 )  
SUM=O .DO 
blrkl=O r 3 0  
L=I- l  




CC ( I  )= - (SUMl+B( I  1 ) 
1 C( I )= l rDO-(SUPl+B( I ) )  
RtTUHN 
END 
13 ELT F l T t 1 0 6 7 0 8 3 0 ~  47587  
a EOF J 
SUBHOUTIiJE FIT(NvORDiHlrAeT,X)  
C 
C N  NUMBkH OF POLYkOMIALS TO F I T  
c ORDkHl OHUER PLUS ONE OF POLYNOMIALS 
C A  (ORDERlrN) CWFFICIENTS OF POLYNOMIALS 
C T  POINT AT WHICH TO EVALUATt POLYNOMIALS 
c x* (N) VALUE OF POLYNOMIALS AT * T I  
C 
IFtYEGER ORDER1 
DOUBLE PRECISION h ( S , Y ) e T l v X ( Y ) r T  
00 100 J=l,N 
00 200 1=2,OH3EHl 
T l = T * T l  
00 200 J=l,N 
200 X ( J ) = X (  J) + T l * A (  1 3) 
RETURN 
€NO 
T l = l  000 
100 X ( d ) = A ( 1 ~ 3 )  
0 ELT FKOIFFt1,6TOb30, Y7bB8 
3 EOF 13 
SUBROUTINE FKDIFF(AH~AY,DIFF,K,MIN) 
UOUULE PRECISION ARWAY,DIFFIFK,BINC,FI,SUH 
DIMENSION A R H A Y ~ A O O ~ ~ ~ ~ O l F F ~ 2 O ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I N C ~ 2 O ~  
I F  (K-2) 1 2 e 2 
60 TO 0 
t ) I h C ( I ) = F K  
S U M = A H R A Y ( M , ~ ) - B I N C ( l ) * A ~ ~ A Y ( M ~ l , N )  
00 3 I=2,K 





1 DIFFtKeN)=ARRAY (Hih)-ARRAY(M-lrN) 
2 FK=K 
~ I N C ~ I ~ ~ ~ B I N C ~ I ~ 1 ~ * ~ F K ~ F I + l ~ ~ D O ~ ~ / F I  
3 SUM=SUM+((-~.ODO)**I*BINC(I)*ARRAY(L,N)) 
13 ELT F H C S t l t 6 7 1 0 0 9 ,  4 8 5 4 1  
rJ EOF R 
SUBROUTINE FRCS 
DOUBLE PRECISION X , X D , X D D I X X ~ D ~ D I F F , C D E L ~ ~ T ~ T ~ ~ R E Q ~ T O U ~ ~ T H E T G O ~  * THOOTl,THDOT2rDMTN,ETIME,GM,AE,R,RSQ,RQtT~~TGD * CIUAY~,CENTER,DAY~,VARD(~) ,EQITTRANSIDAY~FDA~,  * D S Y A R T V D S Q R T D T C ~ ~ T ~  
58 
DOUBLE PRECISION T O L l r T O L 2 r T C  
DOUBLE PRECISION XYZrEMASS 
5 
100 
2 0 0  
COMMON/WORKER/X(200,3~rX6~200 t3)  r X D D ( 2 O O p  3) t XXDD(3) t D I F F  ( 6 0 1  3) e 
C O M M O N ~ L I M I T S / T O L 1 ~ T O L 2 , T C , I S C T ~ I S ~ T ~ 3 0 ~ ~ S W ~ 2 O ~ r O R D E R r L l r L 2 t M O D E  
C O M M O N ~ C O N S T 1 / T H E T G O ~ l O ~ ~ ? ~ ~ O ~ l ~ T ~ D O l 2 t D M I N t E T I M E ~ I Y ~ E G  
C O M M O N / C O N S T ~ / G M I A E P R ~ R S Q ~ R Q , T H E T G ~ T C ~  
COMMON/CONST3/EMASS(Z) t X Y Z ( 4 ) t L S  
COMMON/COFIT /C(Sr9 ) rDAYl rCENTERrDSTART 
COMMON/TIMES/TAtirCOkLtFORCS 
L O G I C A L  ISWTrSW 
EQUIVALENCE(VARD(9)rEQ) 
CALL CLOCK(Xt)  
RSQ=O DO 
DO 5 I = l t 3  
RSGRSQ+X(K , I ) * *2  
R=DSQRT(RSQ) 
HQ=HSQ*R 
I F ( I S W T ( 2 1 ) )  GO TO 1 0  
I Y l = I Y B E G - 5 9  
DAY2=DSTART+T*TCl 
TTRANS=DAY2-CENTEH 
DO 100 J= l t9  
V A R D ( J ) = C ( l r J )  
DO 2 0 0  1 = 2 r 5  
T l=TTRANS*Tl  
DO 2 0 0  J = l r 9  




C A L L  EGHAV 
* C D E L , T T ~ T I T R E Q ~ T O U T ~ K ~ N O R D  
T l = l  .DO 
IF (eNOT. ISWT(22) )  GO TO 8 
c COMPUTE LUNAR GRAVITY E F F ~ C T S  
DO 9 I z l r 4  
9 X Y Z ( I ) = V A R D ( I )  
Ls=l  
C A L L  SLGRAV 
8 I F ( . N O T 0 I S W T ( 2 3 ) )  GO TO 16 
c COMPUTE SOLAR GRAVITY EFFECTS 
UO 14 I = 5 r 8  
I N = I - 4  
14  X Y Z ( I N ) = V A R D ( I )  
Ls=2 
C A L L  SLGRAV 
DO 7 I = 5 r 7  
I K I - 4  
CALL ORAG 
16 IF(.NOT. I S h ’ T ( 2 4 ) )  GO TO 18 
7 X Y Z ( I N ) = V A R D ( I )  
18 I F ( o N 0 T .  ISWT(25)) GO T(i  20 
c COMPUTE EFFECTS U U t  TO SOLAR RADIATION 
DO 19 I = 5 r 8  
Ih= I -4  
19 X Y Z ( I N ) = V A R D ( I )  
C A L L  SHADOW ( I N 0 1  
CALL SOLRAD 
I F ( 1 N D  eEQ.0) GO TU 20 
20 UO 6 1 = 1 r 3  
59 
6 XDD(Kt I )=XXDU( I ) *TT 
60 TO 25 
1 0  DO 15  1=1t3 
15 XDD(Kt I )=XXDD( I ) *TT 
25 CONTIIWE 
XXDD( I )=-X(KPI ) /RQ*GM 
C A L L  CLOCK (Xt3 1 
FORCSFORCS + XR - XE 
IF(RoGT.1.DO) 60 TO 30 
d H I T E ( 3 t 1 1 )  





0 ELT H E M I N T t l t 6 7 0 8 3 0 t  47590 
Q EOF id 
SUtlHOUT INE HiLMINT 
C N=OHDEH OF INTERPOLATION POLYNOMIAL - UPPER BOUND = 4 O o  
C XZARHAY CONTAINING N PLUS 0 N t  EQUI-SPACED DATA POINTS 
C XD=AItRAY FOR VELOCITIES - SPLCIFICATIONS AS FOR X 
C H= IdTERVAL dtTuJLEIJ POINTS 
C l I = T I M E  A T  WHICH POINT IS TO bE INTERPOLATED 
C T= START TIME T ZERO 
C FX= INTERPOLATED POSITION VALULS 
C FXD= INTERPOLATED VELOCITY VALUES 
DOUtjLE PHECIbIOig FXtFXDtFXDDtTI  
DOUULE PHECISION STtPDtHtTtMP4tOLDTtTMtTEMP3 
UOUt)LE PRECISIOiV TOLl tTOL2tTC 
DOUBL€ PdEC I S I O N  HX t HXB t HXB2 
DOUbLE PRECISION SMitSJMItSMJtFJtSHSQtCOFF 
3OUbLE PHECISIOIJ O N ~ ~ T ~ U O ~ T H R € . L ~ V J X ~ Z J X ~ W J X  
SUUBLE PRECISION H D X t H D D t H D ~ X t H D D O t H X ~ ~ t H D D B B  
UOUbLE PRECISION SMJSQ t SJWIQ t SMISQ t AQ t SMIQ 
OOUBLE PKECISION F N t F I t L S t N F t S l t S r S H  
30UbLE PRECISION S M I l r S M I ~ t F I M l t F N I L t A  
L O G I C A L  ISWTtSk 
CGMMON/INTERP/FX(60tJ),FXD(b0,3) t F X D D ( b O t 3 ) t T I t K l t M t L  
C O M M O N / L I M I T ~ / T O ~ 1 t T ~ L 2 t T C t I ~ C T t I ~ W T ~ 3 0 ~ t S ~ ~ 2 O ~ t ~ R D E R t L l t L 2 t M O D E  
C O M M O N / ~ 3 R K E H / X ( 2 0 0 , 3 ) t X 0 ( 2 0 U , 3 ) t X D 0 ( 2 0 0 t 3 ) t X X D D ( 3 ) t D I F F ( 6 O t 3 ) ~  
C O M M O I ' J / T I M I N G / S T E P D ( 9 0 t 3 ) t H r T ~ M P 4 t O L D T t T F Y i t X M t Y M t Z M t X S t  
DIMLNSION A ( L O )  
M Z I S C T  
2 LONTINUE 
LIUU~LE PKECIsxorJ X~XD,XDD~XXDD,DIFF~CDELITTIT ,TREQ~TOUT 
1 CUELtTTtTtTREQtTOUTtKtN 
* IENTtITERStIWCOWLtICH 
i F ( I S C T  eGT. M )  GO T O  2 
bw(l l)=.TRUE. 
IF(MoLT.5) S h ( l l ) = o T H U t *  
LF(.NOT.Sh(lO)) GO TO 3 
TEMP3zH 
H=-CoEL 
3 C U N T I N U i  
3 U  1 J=1t3 
F XD ( L t J 1 =O DU 
FX(LtJ)=OoUO 
1 F X D U ( L ~ J ) = O . D J  




V J X =  1.00 + 3.00/2*00 * S#J**2 * ONE - 3eDO * SMJ * SJMI  
ZJX= H**2/2.00 * SMJ**2 
HX=(l*DO + 3.U0/2.D0*SMJ**2 * (3.DO * SMJSQ + SJMIQ) Y J X =  H*TWO * - 3.00 * SMJ*SJMI)*AQ 
HDX= ( V J X *  SMI + SMJ * ONE - S J M I ) *  COFF 
HDD= (ONE + b.DO * SFJlI * SMJ * ONE - 6.DO * SYI*SJMI 
HXB = (SMJ -3.DO*SMJ**2*SJMI) * H * AB 
HDBX= (3.DO * TdO * S M I  + 1.RO - 6.00 * SMJ * SJMI)* AQ 
HDDB = ( -2.00 * SJMI + 20DO * SMI -12*DO* SMJ * SJMI  * SMI 
HXBB = 0*500*ti**2*SMJ**2*AQ 
HD6B = (3*D0/2oDO * SMJ **2 * SMI + SMJ)*H*AQ 
HDDBB= (1*DO +6*00 * SMJ *SMI +3*D0/2*D0 * SMJ**2 * THREE)*AQ 
DO 60 I I = l v 3  
* + V J X  * THREE) * COFF/H 
* + TWO * THREE) * C O F F  
F X ( L I I I ) = F X ( L ~ I I )  + HX * X(LNPI) + HXB*XD(LNVII)+ HXBB*XDD(LNPI) 
1 /H**2 
* + HOB6 * XDD(LNv I I ) /H* *2  
* + HDOBB * XUD(LNv I I ) /H* *2  
F X D ( L t I I ) = F X D ( L t I I ) * H D X  * X(LNv1X) + HDBX * XD(LNv I1 )  





I F ( J  *LTo M I  GO TO 1 0  
SW ( 1 0  1 =oFALSk 
SW (11 1 =*FALSE. 
RETURN 
EhD 
IJ ELT INPUTv lv671013v 34113 












DOUBLE PRECISION DRA0vDTWOPIvDRSECvTHETGO,THDOTLrTHDOT2rGMvAEvCS 
OOUBLE PRECISION DMLNtTCl tRtRSQtRQtTHETGIETIME 
DOUBLE PRECISION A L T ~ D E N ~ H M ~ ~ E ~ E S Q I B ~ R H O ~ ~ R H O ~ ~ R H O ~ ~ R H O ~ ~ C N ~ C D P ~  
DOUbLE PHECISION PSUNvCSUBRvSIGMAvF 
COMMON/CONST/DRADvDTWOPIvDRSECvRADvRSEC 




C O M M O N / P E R T S / A L T ( ~ ~ ) ~ D E N ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ H M ( ~ O ~ ~ ) ~ W E ~ E S Q ~ B ~ C N ~ C D P I R H O ~ ~ R H O ,  
COMMON/CSUN/ASUNtPMOONtEMOON~TASUN(10) 
C O M M O N / F M O D E L / C S ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I N D E X ~ I I N D E X ~  
* CAPRvEMASSvXYZvAREAtSATMASvCD 
* RH03vRH04vCAPRvAREAtSATMASvCDvMD 
CONVERSION FROM DEGREES TO RADIANS 
TlJO P I  I N  RADIANS 
CONVERSION FROM SECONDS OF ARC TO RADIANS - DOUBLE AND SINGLE PREC. 
CONVERSION FROM SECONDS OF ARC TO RADIANS 
DATA DRAD/~017453292519943296D0~~DTW0P1~6.283185307179586400/~ 
* ORSEC/.484813681109536D-5/tRAD~~~l~4532925/vRSEC/~4848l368lEo~/ 










DATA THETGO /98.674006500, 99.4209347DO~ 99.182216600, . 98r943498600,  9 8 0 7 0 4 7 8 2 5 D O ~  99.4517117DO' . 99.2129936001 98.9742765DOt 98.7355595D0, 
9904824896DO/t  
MEAN ADVANCE I N  RT ASC O F  GREENWICH PER MEAN SOLAR DAY I N  DEGREES 
MINUTES I N  5 DAYS 
GRAVITATIONAL CONSTANT TIMES MASS OF EARTH I?! CANOF4ICAL UNITS 
SEMI-MAJOR AXIS OF REFERENCE ELLIPSOID I N  VANGUARD UNITS O F  LENGTH 
* THDOTl/.9856473354DO/~DMIN/72OO~DO/ 
DATA GM/l.DO/tAE/l.D0/ 
RATIO OF MASS O F  SUN TO MASS OF EARTH 
DATA EMASS(2)/332948*55DO/ 
C RATIO OF MASS OF MOON TO MASS O F  EARTH 
C 
C 
C COMMON BLOCK /CSUN/ CONTAINS CONSTANTS NEEDED T O  COMPUTE SOLAR AND 
C LUNAR EPHEMERIDES 
C 
C SEMI-MAJOR AXIS OF EARTH'S O R b I T  AROUND SUN I N  METERS 
C 
C 
C SEMI LATUS RECTUM OF MOON'S OKBIT I N  METERS 
C 
b PMOON /0384750902E4/ r  
C 
C ECCENTRICITY OF MOON'S ORBIT 
C 
C 
C TRUE ANOMALY OF SUN A T  J A N  0.0 FOR 1960-1969 I N  DEGREES 
C 
DATA EMASS(l)/.012300123DO/ 
DATA ASUN /.1496E12/, 









. TASUN /3.5727587, 208430634,  3,0989676, 3.3548717, . 3.6107759, 2.8810806, 301369846 ,  3.3928690, 
306467942, 209190979 /  
COMMOS BLOCK COBST3 - CSUBR=RADIATIOB COBSTAST 
PSUNZSOLAR RADIATION PRESSURE I N  DYNES/CM** 
D A T A  PSUN,CSUBR/4.50-05t2.ODO/ 
COMMON BLOCK PESTS PAHAMETERS FOR ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY AND DRAG. 
ALTITUDE I N  KM 
D A T A  ~ A L T ~ I ~ ~ I ~ 1 ~ 4 1 ~ / 0 ~ D O , . 2 D + 0 2 , . 4 D + O ~ ~ ~ 4 D + O 2 ~ ~ 6 D + O 2 ~ ~ 6 D + O 2 ~ ~ l D + O 3 ~  * ~ 1 2 D + 0 3 ~ ~ 1 4 D + O 3 ~ ~ 1 6 D + O 3 ~ ~ 1 8 D + 0 3 ~ ~ 2 D + O 3 ~  * . 2 2 D + 0 3 * ~ 2 4 D + 0 3 ~ . 2 6 D + O 3 ~ ~ 2 8 D + O 3 ~ . 3 D + O 3 ~  * . 3 2 0 + 0 3 ~ r 3 4 0 + 0 3 ~ 0 3 6 0 + 0 3 ~ ~ 3 8 D + 0 3 ~ . 4 D + O 3 ~  * .420+03~.440+03~.46D+O3~e48D+O3~.5D+O3~ 
* .52D+03~.5~D+03~.56D+O3t.S8D+03~~6D+O3t * .64G+03t.68D+03~072D+O3~076D+03~.8D+O3t * ~84D+03~088D+03~092D+03~~96D+O3~~lD+O4/ 
ATMOSPHERIC DtNSITY I N  SUNLIGHT - GMS/KY**3 
OATA (DEN( Ip1 )  ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ 4 1 ~ / r 1 ~ 2 5 ~ + 1 3 ~ . 8 ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 1 ~ . 3 9 9 5 7 D + 1 0 ~ ~ 3 0 5 9 ~ D + 0 9 ~  * r19990+08t.49740+06~~249d+O5~.3961D+O4~ 








DATA ( C S ( I t l 1  
C 
C-- - - -S(20r13)  THRU 
C 
OATA ( C S ( I t 1 0  
C 
C- - - - -S(20~14)  THRU 
C 
S (  12,121 
S (  1 3 ~ 1 3 )  
C 
C 
C----- S ( 2 0 P 2 0  1 
C 
C 
13 ELT O U T P d T ~ l v 6 7 0 8 3 0 ~  4 7 5 9 1  
W EOF TJ 
DATA ( C S ( I , 4 ) ~ 1 = 1 , 2 )  /2*O.DO/ 
DATA C S ( l v 3 )  / O . i 3 O /  
END 
SUBROUTINE OclTPUT 
OOUBLE PRECISION T O U T ~ T X , T X D ~ E V ~ E V D ~ X , X D , X D D I X X D D , D I F F , C D E L ~ T T ~ T  
DOUBLE PRECISION FXvFXD,FXDD,TI,TIME 
DOUBLE PRECISION DRAGPUN 
DOUBLE PRECISION RSAVE 
L O G I C A L  ISWTvSW 
INTEGER ORDER 
LjIMENSIOlu T X ( 3 ) t T X D ( 3 )  
C O M M O N / W O R K E H / X ~ 2 0 0 r 3 ~ ~ X ~ ~ 2 0 ~ ~ 3 ~ , X D D ~ 2 0 0 ~ 3 ~ ~ X X D ~ ~ 3 ~ ~ D I F F ~ 6 0 ~ 3 ~ ~  
COMMON/I iJTERP/FX(60,3) ,FXL)(60~3)  r F X D D ( 6 0 , 3 ) , T I t K l , M , M l  































~I(M)=H (M-1) +l.ODO/FH 
J=M-1 

















DOUBLE PRECISION TOL~ITOL~ITC 
OOUBLE PRECISIOh RSAVEITEMP 
LOGICAL ISWTISW 
DOUBLE PHEC ISIOIJ STEPD I TtMP3 I TEMP4 I OLDT I TM 
DOUBLE PRECISION XIX~ IXDD~XXDDIDIFF ICDEL,TT ,T ,TREQITOUT 




C O M M O N / L ~ M I T S / T O L ~ ~ T O L ~ I ~ C I I ~ C T I I S W T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ S ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I O R D E ~ I L ~ I L ~ I M O D E  
C O M M O N / T I M I N G / S T E P D ~ ~ O I ~ ~ , T E M P ~ , T E M P ~ I O L ~ T I T M I X M I Y M I ~ M I X S I  
C O M M O N / T I M E S / T A t j ~ C O h L , F O R C S  
COMMON/BHIEF/KSAVE(10) 
* IENTIITERSIINCOWL,ICH 
C INSERT CODING FOR RLSUME 
IF(oN0T. SW(13)) GO TO 1 
IF(MOOE.EQ.3 .OR. MODEoEO.4) GO TO 58 
T EMP3= TEMP 4 
1 J=l 
92 IF(DABS(TEMP~-STEPD(JI~)) .GT* 1.0-13) GO T O  90 
STEPD(JvE)= STEPD(Jt2) + DULt(ZM) 
STEPD(J,3)= STEPU(J#S)+ TM 




IF(J .LE. IENT) GO T O  92 
IF(IENT.GT.89) GO TO 190 
1ENT= IENT + 1 
STEP0 ( IENT P 1 ) =TEMP3 
S T E P ~ ( I E N T I ~ ) = D B L E ( Z M )  
STEPD(IENT,3)= Ti\l 
IF(.NOT. S W ( 1 3 ) )  RETURN 
58 ZM=YM-XS 
X 5 = Y M  
CUWL=CONL/60.00 
ZM=ZM/b0. 
k H I T E ( 3 ~ 3 6 0 )  TAlj,COwL,FOHCS,ZM 
TAt3=TAB/bO .DO 
FOHCS=FOHCS/60.UO 
3 6 0  FORMAT (1H1, / / / / / I ,  47Xt L7tiTIMING BREAKDOWN BY ROUTINE / / e  
1 1 7 X e  SHTAULt, 29x1 5HCSTEPv 24Xv 4HFRCSv 25x1 
2 9HTOTAL RUN / ( 4 ( 5 X , f i 2 4 . 8 ) ) )  
k R I T E ( 3 ~ 3 6 2 )  ( R S A V E ( I ) t I = 1 , 3 )  
362 FORMAT (1HO / /  32Xt 1 3 H I N I T I A L  ORDER 1 0 x 1  1 2 H I N I T I A L  STEP 1 O X t  
* l l H F I N A L  tRKOR / 3 5 X ~  3(D12.5,10X)) 
AITEH = FLOAT(ITERS)/FLOAT(INCOWL) 
WHITE (3,365)  AITER 
365 FOHMAT (1HO / / / I  4 1 x 1  37HAVERAGE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS I N  CSTEP// 
1 4 8 X ~  E24.8) 
WHITt(3e.566) INCOWL 
366 FORMAT ( l H O / / / /  SOX, 28HTOTAL NUMBER OF COWELL STEPS//r57X,112) 
IF(MOUE.EQ.1 .OH, MODE.EQ.2 .AND. IENTm(iT.1) GO TO 76 
STEPD ( 1 P 1) =CDtL/TC 
STEPD(l,E)=D&LE(ZM) 
STEPd(1,3)=T/TC 
WRITE(3v370) ( S T E P D ( l , I ) , I = l t 3 )  
RETURN 
76 ITZIENT-1 
00 60 I l = l t I L . N T  
STEPD( I1 v 1) =STEPD( I1 t 1) / T C  
STEPU(I~P~)=STEPD(IL~~)/~O.DO 
80 STEP0 (I1 t 3)=STEPI)( I1 e 3 )  /TC 
78 00 7 7  I = l , I T  
12=1 
UO 77 L R = I Z e I T  
I F ( S T E P D ( L R + ~ ~ ~ ) . G T . S T E P D ( I I ~ ) )  GO TO 77 
DO 79 J = l r 3  
TEMP= STEPD ( L R + ~ , J )  
S T E P D ( L R + l , J ) = S T E P D ( I , J )  
7 9  STEPD ( I P J) = T t 4 P  
77 CONTINUE 
WHITE ( 3 r 3 7 0 )  ((STEPD(I,J),J=1,3)rI=l,IENT) 
370 FORMAT ( / / / / / / ,  2 2 X ~  9HSTEP SIZE 27Xt BHHUIJ TIME, 2 1 X ,  * 10HOHBIT TIML ( / / e  2 0 X t  D24.16 ,5X ,D24 .1~ ,5X ,02U.16 ) )  
RET UH t\i 
C t R R O R  E X I T  
1 9 0  IF(.NOT. SW(1.5))  RETURN 
k H I T E ( 3 ~ 2 9 0 )  
HETUdN 
LND 
290 FOKMAT (49HOSTEP CHANGES GREATER THAN 90. RESUME INCOMPLETE.) 
0 ELT H K , l t 6 7 0 8 3 0 t  47596 
13 EOF 13 
SUBHOUTINE RK 
C SHANKS H-K ROUTIiJE OHOtH 8 
70 
DOUBLE PRECISION X ~ X D , X D D ~ H ~ T I T I M E ~ ~ , R K ~ , R K ~ , R K ~ , R K ~ ~ R K ~ ~ R K ~ ~ R K ~ ~ R K ~ , X  
DOUBLE PRECISION H l r H 2  
DOUBLE PRECISION CSTEPT 
INTEGER ORDER 
L O G I C A L  ISWTrSW 
DIMENSION F(6),RK1(6)rRK2(6),RK316)rRK4(6)rRK5(6 
C O M M O N / W O R K E R / X ~ 2 0 0 ~ 3 ~ ~ X D ~ 2 O O r 3 ~ , X D D ~ 2 O O r 3 ~ r X X D D ~ 3 ~ r D I F F ~ 6 O r 3 ~ r  
COMMON/RKT/CSTEPT 
C O M M O N / L I M I T S / T O L l ~ T O L 2 , T C , I S C T r I S W T ~ 3 0 ~ ~ S W ~ 2 O ~ r O R D E R r L l r L 2 r M O D E  
COMMON/HKST/HlrHE 
I F ( S N ( 1 ) )  GO TO 1 1 0  
H=-H2 
LL=3 
DO 73 I = l r 3  
X ( K r I ) = X ( K + l , I )  
73 X D ( K r I ) = X D ( K + l r I )  
l l r X D 1 ~ R K 8 ~ R K 9 ~ R K 1 O ~ X ~ D D ~ D I F F ~ C D E L ~ T T ~ T O L l r T O L 2 r T C r T R E Q r T O ~ T  
l ) r R K 6 ( 6 ) ~ R K 7 ( 6 ) r R K 8 ( b ) , R K 9 ( 6 ) r R K l O ( b ) r X l ( 3 ) r X D l ( 3 )  
1 CUELrTTtTrTREQtTOUTrKrN 
82 IF(CSTEPT*LE*(T+H))  GO TO 120 
GO TO 61 
1 1 0  LL=1 
H=H1 
I F ( S d ( 1 2 ) ) H = H 2  
00 74 I = l r 3  
X ( K t I ) = % ( K - l , I )  
74 X D ( K r I ) = X D ( K - l , I )  
61 LL=2 
1 3 0  JF(CSTEPT*GTo(T+ti)) GO TO 120 
H=CSTEPT-T 
00 1 I = l r 3  
X l ( I ) = X ( K r I )  
1 X D l ( I ) = X D ( K r I )  
00 50 L = l r l O  
DO 2 I = l r 3  
F ( I ) = X D ( K r I )  
2 F ( I + 3 ) = X X D D ( I )  
GO TO ( 1 0 r 2 0 ~ 3 0 r 4 0 ~ 5 2 r 6 0 r 7 0 ~ 8 0 ~ 9 O r l O O ~ ~ L  
120 TIMEZT 
1 0  DO 3 1=1t6 
3 H K l ( I ) = H * F ( I )  
DO 4 I = l r 3  
X ~ K ~ I ~ ~ X ~ ~ I ~ + I ~ K ~ ~ I ~ * ~ O O D O / ~ ~ ~ O D O  
T=TIME+H*4~OD0/27oODO 
4 XC(K~I)=XD1(i)+~K1(I+3)*4~ODO/2~~ODO 
GO TO 4 9  
20 00 5 I=lr6 
5 R K E ( I ) = H * F ( I )  
DO 6 I = l r 3  
X ~ K r I ~ ~ X 1 ~ I ~ + ~ R K 1 ~ I ~ + 3 ~ 0 D O ~ R K 2 ~ 1 ~ ~ / 1 8 . O D O  
6 X D ~ K ~ I ~ ~ X D ~ ~ I ~ + ~ R K ~ ~ I + ~ ~ + ~ ~ O D O * R K ~ ~ I + ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O O ~ O  
T=TIME+2oODO*H/9.ODO 
GO TO 49 
3 0  00 7 I = l r 6  
7 R K 3 ( I ) = H * F ( I )  
DO 6 I = l r 3  
X ~ K ~ I ~ ~ X 1 ~ I ~ + ~ R K 1 ~ I ~ + 3 . O D O * R K 3 ~ J ) ) / 1 2 . O D O  
8 X D ~ K ~ I ~ ~ X D ~ ~ I ~ + ( ~ K ~ ~ I + ~ ~ + ~ ~ O C O * R K ~ ~ I + ~ ~ ~ / ~ ~ O O ~ O  
T=TIME+H/3.0UO 
GO TO 49 
71 
72 
~ O D O * R K ~ ( I ) + ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * ( H K ~ ( I ) + R ~ ~ ( I ) + R ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ / ~ ~ O D O D O  
18 X I j ( K t I ) = X D l ( I )  + ~ ~ ~ ~ O ~ O * ~ R K ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ + R K ~ O ~ I + ~ ~ ~ + ~ ~ . O D O D O * ~ R K ~ ~ I + ~ ~ + R K ~ ~  
~ I + ~ ~ ~ + ~ ~ ~ D O D ~ * R K ~ ~ I + ~ ~ + ~ ~ ~ D O D O * ~ R K ~ ~ I + ~ ~ + R K ~ ~ I + ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O ~ O D O  
C A L L  FHCS 
GO TO ( 1 3 0 r 8 1 v 8 2 ) v L L  
8 1  REiUHN 
END 
12 ELT RYkOIv lv670830v 47596 
IJ EOF 0 
C NAME SUBROUTINE RYMOI 
C 
C LANGUAGE FORTRAN I V  
C 
C MACHINE UNLVAC 1107/1108 
C 
C 
C PURPOSE T O  SEPARATE PACKED SIX-DIGIT DECIMAL DATES INTO 
C TWO-DIGIT Y k A R v  ;40NTHv AND DAY 
C 
C 
C CALLING SEQUENCE C A L L  RYMDI(YMD, Y v  Mv 0 )  
C 
c SYMdOL TYPE DESCHI PT ION 
C 
C Y M D ( 1 )  I INPUT - DATE TO BE SEPARATED 
C 
c Y ( 1 )  I OUTPUT - TWO-UI(iIT Y L A R  
C 
c M ( 1 )  I OUTPUT - TWO-DIGIT MONTH 
c 
C D ( 1 )  I OUTPUT - TkO-3IGIT DAY 
C 
C 
C ROUTJNES REQUIRED NONE 
C 
C TAPES REQUIRED IJONE 
C 
C CARDS REQUIRED NOFJE 
C 
C 
SUdROUTINE R Y M O I  (YMDvYvM*D) 
r 
\. 
C PUHPOSE - TO UNPACK YYMMDD TU YY - M M  - DD 
C OUTPUT Y = YEAR 
C M = MONTH 
C D = UAY 
C 
C 
C INPUT YMD = YEAH MONTH uay PACKED 
INTEGER Y M O v Y v M v D  
Y=YMD/10000 
I=YMD/100 
M = I - Y  * l o 0  
b=YMD-I*IDO 
HE T UH h 
END 
0 EL1 SHADOdrlv671U09r 46541 
D EOF I3 
73 
SUBROUTINE SHADULv(1hLJ) 
ClOUBLE PhECISION X,XD,XDD,XXC~D,DIFF,CDEL,TT,T,TREQ,TOUT 
DOUtjLE PHECISIOIJ EMA~S~XYLPCOSPSI ,PROJ,REARTHIDSQRT 
OOUtjLE PHECISIOid PSUIqt CSlJdK,SlGMAtF 
DOUBLE PHECISIGN GM,AEtR, f lSQ*RQtTHETG,TC1 
C O M M O N / ~ O R K E H / X ~ 2 0 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ X ~ ~ 2 0 ~ ~ 3 ~ , X D D ~ 2 0 0 ~ 3 ~ ~ X X D D ~ 3 ~ ~ D I F F ~ 6 0 ~ 3 ~ ~  
COMMON/CONST3/EMASS(2) t X Y Z ( 4 )  t L S  
COHMON/CONST4/PSUrd P CSUBR P S I G M A  P F 
C O M k O N / C O N S T 2 / G M ~ A E ~ ~ ~ R S ~ ~ K Q ~ T H E T ~ ~ T C l  
C O S P S I = ( X ( K , l ) / R ) * X Y L ( 1 ) + ( X ( K , 2 ) / H ) * X Y Z ( 2 ) + ( X ( K , 3 ) / R ) * X Y Z ( 3 )  
* CDEL,TT,T,T~EQ,TOUT,K,N 
C COMPUTE 30T PHODUCT - GET ANGLE dETWEEN SUN AbID SATELLITE 
C DETERMINE WHETtiEH S A T t L L I l E  IS I N  SUNLIGHT 
IF(C0SPSI .LT. i r .DO)  GO TO 1 0  
IND=1 
HkTUliN 
10 P H O J = D S W R T ( ( X ( K , 2 ) * X Y Z ( 3 ) - X ( K , 3 ) * X Y Z ( 2 ) ) * * 2  * +(X(K,3)*XYZ(l)-X(k,l)*XY2(3))**2 
* + ( X ( K , l ) * X Y Z ( 2 ) - X ( k , 2 ) * X Y Z ( 1 ) ) * * 2 )  
K E A R T H = 1 . D O - F * ( ( X ( K , ~ ) + X Y z ( 3 ) * D S Q H T ( H S O - l o D O ) ) * * 2 )  
IF (PR0J oLT. H€ARTH) IND=O 
I N D = l  
HETURN 
END 
13 ELT SLGRAVt1~671013,  34112 
13 €OF Id 
SUBHOUTINE SLGRAV 
DOUtLE PRECISIOlu tMASS,XYZ,G@,AE,R,RSQ,THETG,TCl ,RSAT,RS 
DOUBLE PRECISION X,XD,XDD,XXDD,DIFF,CDEL,TT,T,TREQ,TOUT,DSQHT 
DOUBLE PHECISION DXX(3)  
C O M M O N / W O R K E ~ / X ~ 2 0 0 ~ 3 ~ ~ X ~ ~ 2 0 0 ~ 3 ~ , X D 0 [ 2 0 0 ~ 3 ~ ~ X X D D ~ 3 ~ ~ D I F F ~ 6 0 ~ 3 ~ ~  * CDEL,TT,T,TREQtTOUT,K,N 
10 
3 
IJ E L 1  
IJ €OF 
SUBROUTINE SOLRAO 
OOUBLE PHECISION X ~ X D ~ X D D ~ X X C D ~ D I F F ~ C D E L , T T , T , T H E Q , T O U T  
DOUBLE PRECISION EMAkaStXYZ 
DOUBLE PRECISION P S U N ~ C S U B R ~ S I G M A ~ F P R S S , D S Q R T  
DOUBLE PRECISION SOL(3)  
C O M M O N / ~ O R K E H / X ~ 2 0 0 ~ 3 ) , X D ~ 2 0 ~ ~ 3 ~ , X D D ~ 2 0 0 ~ 3 ~ ~ X X D D ~ 3 ~ ~ D I F F ~ 6 0 ~ 3 ~ ~  
COMMON/CONST3/EMASS(Z),XYZ(4) t L S  
COMMON/CONST~/PSUNPCSUBR,SIGMA,F 
00 1 I=1,3 
RSS=DSQRT((XYZ(l)-X(h,1))**2+ ( X Y Z ( 2 ) - X ( K , 2 ) ) * * 2  
* CUEL,TT,T,TREQ,TOUT,K,N 




SOL(I)=SIGMA*((XYZ(I) -X(K,I) ) /RSS)  
2 XXDD(I)=XXDD(I)-SOL(I)  
RETURN 
END 
D ELT SUMSvlr670830v q7597 
0 EOF IS 
SUBROUTINE SUMS 
DOUBLE PRECISION X P X D ~ X D D ~ X X D D ~ O I F F ~ C D E L ~ T T ~ T ~ T R E Q ~ T O U T  
DOUBLE PRECISION SlvS2tPXtPXDvCXvCXDvCTOLvSAVE 
C O M M O N ~ ~ O R K E R / X ~ 2 0 0 ~ 3 ~ v X D ~ 2 0 0 ~ 3 ~ v X D ~ ~ 2 0 0 ~ 3 ~ t X X D D ~ 3 ~ ~ D I F F ~ 6 O v 3 ~ t  
C O M M O N / C O W S / S 1 ( 3 ) r S 2 ( 3 ) r P X ( 6 3 ) v P X D ( 6 3 ) v C X ( 6 3 ) v C X D ( 6 3 ) v C T O L r S A V ~ ( ~ ~  
1 C D E L ~ T T P T P T R E Q ~ T O U T P K ~ N  





DOUBLE PRECIs ioN X P  XU t XDD XXDDt TOUT t T v TIME, TOUT1 ~ T T P D I F F  rTOL1 t TOLL 
DOUBLE PRECISION GMtAEtRvRSQvHQrTHETG,TC1 
DOUBLE PRECISION CS,~AYlrCENTERvDSTART 
INTEGER ORDER 
L O G I C A L  ISWTvSW 
COMMON/RKT/CSTEPT 
COhMON/WURKER/X(L00v3)vX~(2O~v3)vXD~(2OOt3)vXXDD(3)vU~FF(6Ov3)v 
C O M M O N / L I M I T S / T O L 1 v T O L 2 ~ T C ~ I S C T ~ I S W T ~ 3 0 ~ v S ~ ~ 2 O ~ v O R D E R v L l v L 2 v M O D ~  
DOUbLE PRECISION THETGOvTHDOT1vTHDOT2tDMINvETIME 
C O M M O N / C O N S T 1 / T H E T G O ~ l O ~ v T H D O T I , T H D O T 2 v D M I N v E T I M E v I Y ~ E G  
COMMON/CONST2/GMvAEvH,RSOrHQITHETGvTC1 
C O M M O N / C O F I T / C S ( 5 v 9 ) v D A Y l v C € I \ I T E R t O S T A R T  
IrCSTIiPTvFJvTCPCDELvTREQ 
1 COELPTT~T~TREQ,TOUT~K,N 
1 0 2  FORMAT(IHlv42X33HRUNGE-KUTTA NUMERICAL INTEGRATION/1HOv48X2OHINI 
1 0 3  FORMAT(3(1OXv024.16)) 
105 FORMAT(IHOr42X33HRUNGE-KUTTA NUMERICAL INTEGRATLON/1HOt45X29HPREDI 
106 FORMAT(lHOv42X33HRUNGE-KUTTA NUMERICAL INTEGRATION/1HOv45X29HCORf'E 
1 1 0  FOHMAT(1H032HINITIAL COWELL ORDER CHANGED TO 13) 
1AL INPUT VALUES/1HOLOXlHX36XlHY36X1HZ) 
104 FORMAT(SXSHTIME=U24.16,2XBHDLLTA T=U24.16rlVX~HORDER=L2) 
lCTED EXTRAPOLATED VALUES/1H020XlHX36X1HY36XlHZ) 
lCTED EXTRAPOLATLO VALUES/lH020X1HX36X1HY36XlHL) 
IF (SuJ(12) )  GO TO 40 
k R I T L ( 3 ~ 1 0 2 )  













K K = K  
KK1=i\ l  
DO 10 J=KK,KKl 
FJ= J 
G,T~PT=TIME+FJ*CXL 
IF(CSTEPT*TCL+DLTAHT .LE* D A Y 1 1  GO TO 3 
CALL EPHWAN 
I F ( S r U ( l 2 ) )  GO T O  10  
K = J + l  
CALL RK 
I F ( I S d T ( & ) )  GO TO 11 
C A L L  OUTPUT 
GO TU 10  
CALL OUTPUT 
I S W T  (6) =.TRUE.. 
LSWT ( 8) =.FALSE 
10  CONTINUE 
25 00 5 J Z l r K K 1  
C A L L  C K D I F F  (J) 
5 CObiTINUE 
lF(MODk.EQ.4) G O  T O  31 
7 SW(3)=.THUE. 
B Sk(4)=.FALSE. 
Sh (5) =*FALSE 
Sk (7 1 = e  FALSE 
5W ( 9 )  =*FALSE 
CHLL TEST 
IF(5w(Y) ) GO TO 31 
30 I F ( S w ( 4 ) )  GO TO 29 
I F ( S W ( 5 ) )  GO TO 16 
I F  ( S W ( 7 ) )  GO TO 2 
G O  TO b 
GO TO 24 
GO TO 8 
2 Sd(2)=.FALSE. 
16 SW(L)=.FALSE. 
29 h H I T E ( 3 t 1 1 1 )  
111 kOHMAT( lH068HINITIAL TABLE FAILED TOLEHANCES--PROCEDUHE RESTART UI 
1TH NErl STEPSILE) 
T=T I ME 
u=1 
CALL FRCS 
GO TU 28 
b I F ( S f i ( 2 ) ) G O  TO 3 1  
hRITE(3 t  1 1 0 )  ORDER 
31 5k(3)=oFALSE* 
HLTURN 
40 IF(.NOT. I S W T ( l 5 ) )  GO TO 41 
hRITE (3,105)  
GO T O  1 
LND 
[s ELT TABLEBt l r671013t  34119 
D EOF 15 
SUBROUTINE TABLEd 
UOUbLE PRECISION x , x u v x D u ~ T C ~ C D E L ~ X X D D , T O U T ~ T I M E , T O U T I , F J P T T ~  
~ T , D I F F , T O L ~ , T O L ~ , C S T E P T , F X V F X D , T I ~ F I ~ ~ F ~ C T ~ S T E P D ~ T E M P ~  
76 
2,TEMP4rOLDTvTM,FXDDITREQ 
DOUBLE PRECISION RSAVEfTPvTPPvTMP 
L O G I C A L  ISWTISW 
INTEGER ORDEH 
C O Y M O N / T I M I N G / S T E P D ( ~ O ~ 3 ) , T E M P 3 , T E M P 4 ~ O L D T ~ T M ~ X M ~ Y M ~ Z M ~ X S ~  
C OMMON/ RK T / C S TEPT 
C O M M O N ~ L I M I T S / T O L 1 ~ T O L 2 , T C , I S C T v I S W T ~ 3 0 ~ ~ S W ~ 2 O ~ ~ O R D E R ~ L l ~ L 2 ~ M O D E  
C O M M O N / W O R K E R / X ~ 2 O O ~ 3 ~ , X D [ 2 0 0 r 3 ~ , X D D ~ 2 0 0 ~ 3 ~ v X X D D ~ 3 ~ ~ D I F F ~ 6 0 ~ 3 ~ ~  
C O M M O N / ~ N T E R P / F X ~ 6 0 ~ ~ ~ , F X D ~ 6 0 ~ 3 ~ ~ F X D D ~ 6 0 ~ 3 ~ ~ T I ~ K l ~ M ~ M l  





1 2 0  F O R M A T ( ~ H O I ~ O X ~ ~ ~ H S T E P - S I Z E  DOUBLING TO 0 1 9 . 1 2 ~ 6 H  AT T=vD19.12, 
122 FORMAT(lHOtlUXt22HSTEP-SIZE HALVING TO D 1 9 0 1 2 ~ 6 H  AT T=tD19.12, 
1 2X,bHORDER=vI2) 
1 2X,6HORDER=v12) 
C A L L  CLOCK (XE) 
TOUT=T/TC 
TOUTl=COEL/TC 
I F ( L S N T ( 1 6 ) )  GO TO 40 
126 FORMAT ( ~ H O P ~ O X P ~ ~ H P O I N T S  COMPUTE0 USING RUNGE-KUTTA) 
C I F  OPTIMIZATION OF STEP U5E INTERPOLATION 
C I F  HALVINb STEP USE INTERPOLATION 
c I F  INbUFFICIENT POINTS USL RUkGE KUTTC, 
I F  ( .NOT* SW(6) )  GO TO 26 
I F  ( ISCT .LTo 2 * ( N + l ) )  GO TO 40 
WRITE(3t120)  TOUTL~TOUT~ORDER 
DO 7 0  1=1,3 
CL\ 70 J = l * N  
Nl=K-J 
NZ=K-L* J 
X(Nl , I )=X(N2,1)  
XO(N1,1)=Xi l (N2~1)  
GO TO 25 
X~U(K, I )=XDD(K, I ) *4 .00  
C DOUdLE STEP BY SELECTING EVERY OTHER POINT 
0 
70 XDD(Nl,I)=XDD(NE,I) * 4.bO 
c M ORDER OF HERMITt INTERPOLATION -DEPENDEhT O N  COWELL ORDER AND STEP 
26 M=(ORDER + 1112 
M=MAXO(S*M) 
I F ( T t M P 3  .GEo 0.500) M=IV IAXO(BtY)  
M=M+L 
IF (1SCT .LTo M )  GO TO 40 
KK=K 
w H I T E ( 3 r l 2 2 )  TOUTltTOUTtORDEH 
K l = K  
M2=M-2 
TEMP3=(-1.DO)*TEMP3 
00 57 J=2rM2 
F J = J  
c HALVL STEP BY INTEkPOLATING FOR MIUPOINTS 
FIl=E.DO*(FJ-l.UO) + 1.DO 
Ti = T-FI l *CuEL 





















DO 30 J 1 = 1 I M  
J2=K- J 1+ 1 
X O O ( J Z I ~ ) = X D D ( J Z P ~ ) / ~ . D ~  
X O D ( J ~ I ~ ) = X D O ( J ~ ~ ~ ) / ~ * ~ O  
00 35 Jz21M2 
Nl=KK-(M-J) 
NEZKK- 2 * ( M - J ) +  1 
K=N2 + 1 
DO 32 I = 1 ~ 3  
X ( N E r I ) = X ( N l t L )  
A U ( N ~ I I ) = X D ( N ~ I I )  
X D D ( N ~ I I ) = X D D ( N ~ ~ I )  
X ( K r I )  =FX ( JI I )  
32 XD (Kc I )=FXD( JP I) 




GO TO 25 
3 0  X D D ( J ~ I ~ ) = X D U ( J ~ P ~ ) / ~ * D O  
INDEX TO MOVE AN ARRAY POINT BACKWARD TO A NEW POSITION 
INDEX TO INSERT INTEHPOLATED POINT INTO INTEHMEDIATE SLOTS I N  ARHRY 
HEJECT LAST COMPUTED POINT 
40 TPP=T-2.DO*TEMP3-DBLk(N+l)*CCEL 
DETERMINE I F  THERE ARE ENOUGH POINTS AT THE LAST STEPSIZE TO PRODUCE 
i J<1  POINTS AT THE NEW STEPSIZE 
IF(TPP.LT.TP) bo TO 50 
ASSIGN 60 TO L 





C A L L  FHCS 
TT=CI)EL**E 
TOUT=T/TC 
60 T O  1 0 0  
I F  DECREASING S T t P  - REJECT LAST COMPUTED POINT 
60 M1=0 
HERMITE INTERPOLATION ORDER 
M=MAXO(4rORDLH-l) 
IF(M*GT.ISCT) GO TO ti0 
UPPER INOkX OF AHKAY POINTS TO BE INTERPOLATED C K  TO K l P I  
ADJUST TIME SO THAT INTERPOLATION WILL NOT OCCUR NEAR THE END P O I N T  
KlP=K-ISCT 
OF THE AHRAY. THESE ARE NOT AS ACCURATELY INTEHPOLATED. 
TIMEZT-TEMP3 
K1=K 
TIME OF NEXT TO LAST POINT OF PARTIAL ARRAY SATISFYING HERMITE ORDER 
vJITHIN WHICH INTERPOLATION MUST OCCUR 
I F  TIME OF NEXT TO LAST POINT OF PARTIAL ARRAY OVERLAPS POINTS PRONCED 
A T  ANOTHER STEPSIZL - SET I T  TO WITHIN TPP- TIME OF' STEP PRIOR TO CHANGE 




62 M l = M 1 + 1  
FJ=M1 
TIZTIME-FJ*CDEL 
I N TE RP OL A T I ON T I IME 
78 
IF (T I .LT*TMP)  GO TO 65 
C A L L  HEMINT 
64 GO TO 62 
C UPDATE TIMES FOR NEXT PARTIAL ARRAY 
I 65 Kl=Kl-(M-3) 
T=T-OBLE(M-3)*DABS(TEMP3) 
TMP=TMP-DBLE(M-J)*OA~S(T€~P3) 
IF(K1-M OGEO K I P )  GO TO 67 
c IF TIME OF LAST POINT OF PARTIAL ARRAY OVERLAPS STEP CHANGE - ADJUST TIME 




67 M l = M l - 1  
IF(TMP*LT.TPP) TMP=TPP+DABS(TEMP3)-05D-i3 
l F ( M l * L T o N + l )  GO TO 62 
TEMPJ=(-l*DO)*TEMP3 
C I F  N<1 POINTS HAVE NOT BEEN PRODUCED CONTINUE INTERPOLATING 
DROP LAST POINT SINCE INTERPOLATION HAS FROM NEXT TO LAST POINT C 
KK=K-1 
TZTIME 
00 68 I = l r N  
K=KK-I 
DO 66J=l r3 
X ( K v J  ) = F X ( I v J  1 
66 XD(KvJ )=FXD( I *J )  
T=T-CDEL 




C A L L  FRCS 
GO TO 25 
ASSIGN 4 5  TO L 
I F ( S W ( 6 ) )  GO TO 100 
ASSIGN 41  TO L 
GO TO 1 0 0  
CRIT t i (3v122)  TOUTlvTOUTvORDER 
C STORE INTERPOLATED VALUES 
50 IF ( *NOToISWT(16) )  GO TO 52 
52 IF (SUJ(6 ) )  GO TO 43 
4 1  CONTINUE 
c 
C 
COMPUTE BACKPOINTS USING RUNGL KUTTA 
K=K-1 
TZT-TEMP3 
GO TO 45 
k H I T E ( 3 * 1 2 0 )  TOUTlvTOUTvORDEK 
XOO(Kvl )= XDD(Kvl)*FACT 
XDD(Kv2)= XDd(Kv2)*FACT 
XDD(Kv3)= XDD(Kv3)*FACT 




00 10  J = l v N  
FJ=J 
4 3  FACT=4*DO 
4 5  IF(SW(b)*AND.oNOT.IS~T(l6)) GO TO 4 6  




C A L L  RK 
1 0  LONTINUE 
K=K K 
TZTINL 
5kr ( b )  THUE 
C 
C COWUTE NEW DlFFLHEiWtS AIJO NEh SUrlS 
C 
25 UJ 42 J= lPN 
CkLL CKDIFF (J )  
4 2  CONTINUE 
C A L L  SUMS 
I S C  T=N+1 
TP=T-FLOAT(N)*CDEL 
C A L L  CLOCK ( X H )  
TAB = TAB + XH - XE 
KtTUHN 
C THlS SECTION FOHMATS A MESSAGk TO INDICATE THE TYPE O F  STEP CHANGE 
100 I F (  SuJ(b))  GO TO 1 0 1  
121 FORMAT ( ~ H O P ~ O X V ~ ~ H S T E P  I Z  DECREASE TO U 1 9 . 1 2 ~  6H AT T= D19.12 
WHITE(3r l21)  TOUTlPTOUTPORDEH 
* ~ X V  ~HORDER=P 12) 
GO TO L ( 4 1 ~ 6 0 )  
1 0 1  N H I T E  ( 3 ~ 1 2 3 )  TOUTlrTOUTPOHDtH 
123 FORMAT ( ~ H O P ~ O X P L ~ H S T E P  SIZE INCREASE TO 0 1 9 . 1 2 ~  6H AT T= DlY.12 
* 2 X t  6HORDER=r 12) 
GO TO L ( 4 5 ~ 6 0 )  
LhD 
id EL1 T k S T t l t 6 7 1 0 1 3 ~  34117 
IJ EOF Id 
SUBROUT I NE T t  ST 
UUUBLE PKECISION X V X D V X D D V X X ~ D ~ D I F F V C D E L V T T V T V T R ~ Q  
DOUBLE PHECISION S T ~ P D P T E M P ~ P T E M P ~ P O L D T V T M  
OOUBLE PRECISION CSAVEPTOUTvSUMvSUMltFNl*OPTST 
UOUBLE PRECISION S ~ ~ S ~ P P X V P X D V C X V C X D V C T O L ~ S A V E  
dOUBLE PRECISION T O L ~ P T O L ~ V T O L ~ V T O L ~ P T C  
L O G I C A L  ISWTPSWVTEMPOPTEMP~PTEMP~ 
INTEGER ORDEH 
C O M M O N / W O R K E ~ / X ~ ~ ~ ~ P ~ ~ , X ~ ~ ~ O O P ~ ~ V X D D ~ ~ O O V ~ ~ V X X D D ~ ~ ~ P ~ I F F ~ ~ O ~ ~ ~ V  
C O M M O N / L I M I T S / T O ~ ~ V T O L ~ V T C V I ~ C T , I S W T ~ ~ ~ ~ V S ~ ~ ~ O ~ ~ O R ~ E R V L ~ ~ L ~ ~ M O D E ,  
C O M M O N / T I M I N G / S T E P ~ ( ~ O P ~ ) , T E M P ~ P T L M P ~ V O L D T P T M P X M P Y M V Z M ~ X S P  
COkMON/COFFS/CSAVE ( 2 )  
COMMON/00EL/NLl v NL2 
COMMON/OPTIM/TOL~PTOL~ 
C O M M O N / C O W S / S ~ ( ~ ) P S ~ ( ~ ) P P X ( ~ ~ ) P P X D ( ~ ~ ) P C X ( ~ ~ ) P C X D ( ~ ~ ) P C ~ O L P S A V E ( ~ ~  
1 0 4  FORMAT(lH064HESTIMATt OF TRUNCATION ERROR INDICATES A COWELL OROER 
1 0 7  FOHMAT ( l H O t 6 4 H  TRUNCATION ERROR WILL: ALLO~S AN OPTIMIZATION OF O T D  
3 1 5  FORMAT ( l H 0 ~ 4 7 X ~ 3 1 H O t 3 0 E R  FAILED L1 - INCREASE STEP) 
355 FORMAT ( ~ H O P V ~ X P ~ ~ H O R D E R  FAILED L2 - DECREASE STEP) 
1 C ~ E L V T T P T P T R E Q P T O U T P K P N  
* IENTvITEHSPINCOWLPICH 
1 P 3) P ITER 
1 CHANGE TO ~ 1 3 ~  9H TIM€= P 019.12) 
* t H  CHANGE TO ~ 1 3 t 3 H  TIME=@D19.12) 
SW(lB)=oFALSE. 
C OIFFEREivCE TO t3E TESTED 
N 1 =IJ - 1 
FNl=N1 
80 








I F ( S W ( 3 ) )  GO TO 5 
PX(N+3)=CSAVE(l) 
CX(N+3)=CSAVE(2) 
DO 1 1=1t3 
RESTOHE POSITION COEFFICIENTS - THE ORDER MAY BE CHANGED 
5 WM=O.DO 
1 SUMZSUM + D A B S ( U I F F ( N l t 1 ) )  
I F  1ST S T t P  OPTIMIZATIO!i HAS hOT OCCURRED -- DO NOT ALLOW OROEH TO VARY. 
AFTER MODE 1 STEP CHANGE -- ADJUST ORDER 
SWL153 kILL THtN BE SET TO FALSE UNTIL ANOTHER STEP CHANGE OCCURS 
I F  ORDER OPTIMIZATLON -- ORDER OPTIMIZATION CAN OCCUR I F  L O C A L  ERPOR 
SATISFIES TOLLS. 
I F ( ( ( I S W T ( l 6 ) ) . A N D .  S W ( 2 0 ) ) )  GO TO 2 
IF(kODE.EQ.l.AND.SU(15)) GO TO 6 
IF(.NOT. ISWT(17) )  GO TO 2 
6 IF(TOL1-SUM) 2 t 2 t 7  
7 IF(TOL2-SUM) & t a t 2  
8 I F ( S w ( 3 ) )  GO TO 2 
Sw(l5)=.FALSk. 
DCi 1 0 1  J = 1 t N 1  
IJE=N-J 
UO 1 0 2  I = 1 ~ 3  
IuN=N2+2 
SUkl=O DO 
102 5UMl=SUMl+DAtS( iJ IFF(N2t I ) )  
IF(SUM1.GT. TOL4) GO TO 1 0 3  
1 0 1  CONTINUE 
1 0 3  LORD=NN+E 
N5=LOt30-3 
SMALLEST ORDER -- TO SATISFY THE SPECIFIED TOLERANCE --SIGMA 
IF(LORD.LT.NLl.OK.LORD.GT.NL2) GO TO 2 
IF(LOHD .GE. ORDER) GO T O  2 
1F!(DABS(DIFF(IJ5tl))+DABS(DIFF(N5t2))+DABS(DIFF(N5r3))) .GT. T O L L ;  * Go TO 2 
c COMPUTE APPROXIMATE L O C A L  ERROK FOR NEW ORDER 
SUM=O .DO 




F tv l=Nl  
iF(MO0E .NE. 1) GO TO 9 
4 ~UM=SUM+DABS(DIFF(N5t I ) )  
c MODE 1 - CHECK L1 LESS THAN ORDER LESS THAN L2 
IF(OHOEH.GE.Ll) GO TO 18 
* H I T k i ( 3 t 1 0 7 )  LOHOPTOUT 
W H I T t ( 3 ~ 3 1 5 )  
GO TO 1 0  
WHITE(3t107)  LORDtTOUT 
kRITE(3t35S) 
bo TO 50 
18 IF(OKDEH.LEeL2) GO T O  9 





I F  (SUN .GE. TOL2)  GO T O  3 






ENTRY MODE 1 - OOUEILE STEP--INCREASE ORDER 
OHDEi+= L1 + (L2-L1)/2 
N= ORDER - 2 
LNTKY MODE 2 - DOUBLE STLP 






I SCT% I SCT 
1 0  IF(OR0ER .GT. L1) 60 TO 30 
20 SW(b)=.TgUE. 
I F ( I C H  .LT. 3) GO T O  2 4  
I F ( ( I S C T l + I S C T 2 + I S C T J )  .GT. 1 0 )  GO TO 2 4  
IF((TEMP2.AN~..NOT.TEMPl.AND.TEMPO).OH.(.NOT.TEMP2oAND.TEMPl.AN~~ 
TEST FOR INCREASE-DECREASt LOOP. 
* .NOl*TEMPO)) GO T O  1 1 0  
2 4  TLMP3=TEMP4 
IF(ICH.LT. 3)  ICH=ICH+l  
CUEL = CUEL * 2.000 
TT=CDEL**2 
TEMP4=CDEL 
I F ( S W ( 3 ) )  GO TO 21 
IF(.NOT. I S W T ( 1 b ) )  GO TO 25 





IF(.NOT. SW(20))  GO TO 25 
NZNSAJE 
25 TT= CDEL**2 
C A L L  CLOCK ( Y M )  
LM=YM-XM 
C A L L  TAt3~Et3 
I F  ( ISwT ( 1 6 )  1 WNSAVL 
C A L L  CLOCK ( X M )  
GO TO 40 
LNTHY MODE 3 - DECREASE ORDER 
SET IPJDEX TO PRODUCE SUFFICIENT POINTS SO THAT ORDER CAN INCREASE I N  MODE 1 
SW (20) =.FALSE. 
COMPUTE REQUIRED BACKPOINTS 
SW ( 15)  = TRUE 
3 0  OKDER=ORbER-l 
SW (ld)=.TRUE. 
IF(ORDERoLToNL1) GO TO 1 3 0  
N=OHOER - 2 
I F ( S W ( 3 ) )  GO TO 22 
kURITE (3,104) OHDERvTOUT 
GO TO 1 0 0  
3 I F  (SUM .LE. TOL1) GO TO 1 0 0  
GO TO (50r60r70) *MODE 
ENTRY MODE 1 - HALVING STEP--DECREASE ORDER 
ORDEH=Ll+(L2-L1)/2 
NZOKDER-2 
ENTRY MODE 2 - HALVE STEP 
50 IF(0RDER .LT. L2) GO TO 70 






ISCT l= ISCT2  
ISCTE=ISCT3 
ISCT3=ISCT 
I F C I C H  oLTo 3) GO TO 61 
IF ( ( ISCT l+ ISCT2+ ISCT3)  eGTe LO) GO TO 61  
I F ~ ~ T E M P 2 o A N D o ~ N O T ~ T E M P l ~ A l ~ D o T E M P O ~ o O R o ~ o N O T o T E M P 2 o A N D ~ T E M P l ~ A N D ~  * *NOTOTEMPO)) GO TO 1 1 0  
61 TEMP3ZTEMP4 
IF(1CHoLTo 3)  ICH=ICH+l 
CDEL= CDLL/E.ODO 
TT=CDEL**2 
TE VIP 4 =C DEL 





65 TT= CDEL**2 
C A L L  CLOCK(YM1 
ZM=YM-XM 
66 C A L L  TAdLEB 
Sh(lS)=.TRUEe 
67 I F ( I S W T ( 1 6 ) )  N=NSAVE 
IF(.NOT. I S W T ( l b ) )  GO TO 65 
C A L L  CLOCK ( X M )  
K=K+l 
GO TO 40 
SW(t3) = oTRULo 
e ENTRY MOUE 3 - INCREASE ORDER 
7 0  OHDER=OHDER+1 
SW(lB)=.TRUE. 
IF(ORDERoGToNL2) GO TO 1 3 0  
i\i= ORDER-2 
IF(SvJ(3))  GO TO 23 
WRITE ( 3 r 1 0 4 )  OHOERtTOUT 
K=K-1 
T=T-CDEL 
GO 72 I = l t N 1  
DO 72 J=1v3 
C A L L  CKDIFF (N) 
C A L L  SUMS 
K=K+1 




C A L L  RESUME 
IF(ISCT.LTo ORDER-1) GO TO 1 7 0  
72 D I F F ( I t J ) =  SAVE(1vJ) 




PX ( ~ 3 )  = O  .DO 
CX(FI+J)=OeDO 
C I F  A STEP OR O H X R  CHANGt HAS OCCURRED -- HETUkN 
C 
C OPTIk IZ t l  STEP FOH FIKST COWELL POINT 
I F  (Sd(18) 1 KETURN 
IF(5w(20)) GO TO 27 
HE T U H iV 
ISCT3=O 
ICH=O 




5k (5) = e  TRUE. 
22 IF(0HI)ER .LE. L1) b O  TO 1 0  
KtTUdN 
SC ( 7 1 = e  TKUE. 
23 lF(0HDEH eGE. LL) GO TO 50 
kt TU I< N 
27 CONTINUE 
C FAkST COWELL POINT -- OPTIMIZL STEP 
OPT5T=(TOL3/5UM*C~EL**FNl~**(leDO/FNl) 
lF(OPT5T *LT. CDEL) GO 70 300 
PX(N+3) =CSAVt ( 1) 
C X  (N+3) =CSAVt ( 2 )  
ORDtH=Ll+(L2-L1) /2  
N=ORdEH-L 
60 TO 20 
IF(MODE.EQ.2) GO TO 20 
300 HtTURN 
C tKROR EXIT 
110 5h(19)  =.TRUE. 
M O D t = 4  
WHITE(~PZLO) MOUE 
210 FORMAT (b8HO POSSIULE HALVING AND DOUBLING LOOP. 
*NGED TEMP. TO 13) 
IF(eNOT.TEMP1) RETURN 
MODE WILL i3E CH@ 
TtMP3=TEMP4 
TEMP4=COEL 
GO TO 65 
C DEL=C DEL/ 2 e 0 0 
SW (6)=.FALSE* 
1 3 0  kHITE (3,230)  TOUT 
230 FORMAT (1HOv 48HOHDER CYCLE UOES NOT CONVERGE WITHIN SET L IMITS.  




GO TO 6 0  
END 
1 7 0  OHDtR=Ll+(L2-L1) /2  
ra ELT T N O I . X , I ~ ~ ~ O ~ ~ U ,  47605 
0 EOF IJ 
SUBHOUTINE TNODL 
DOUt3LE PHECISIOFI A T I Z I F J ~ X P X U I X D D ~ X X D D I D I F F , C U E L , T T , T , T O L ~ V T O L ~ ~  
DOUBLE PRECISION XNOOE,XUNODE,TNODtCC 
UOUBLE PRECISION F N D , U , D D , C , D l , D 2 , S U M I S U M l , A N S I  
DOUULE PRECISION A N S ~ , D D U P D ~ ~ S U M ~  




DIMENSION D ~ 1 0 0 ~ 3 ~ ~ D D ~ 1 0 0 ~ 3 ~ ~ D D D ~ 1 0 0 v 3 ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ 2 0 v 3 ~ v D 2 ~ 2 0 v 3 ~ v D 3 ~ 2 0 ~  
lvANS(3)vANS1(3) 
DIMENSION A T ( ~ O ) ~ Z ( ~ O ) P A ( ~ O ) P O U T T ( ~ O )  
C O M M O N / W O R K E H / X ~ 2 O O ~ 3 ~ ~ X D ~ 2 O ~ v 3 ~ ~ X D D ~ 2 O O ~ 3 ~ ~ X X D D ~ 3 ~ ~ D I F F ~ 6 O v 3 ~ v  
1 CDELtTTvTtTREQvTOUTvKvN 
C O M M O N / N O D E / X N O D E ~ 2 0 O v 3 ~ ~ X D N O D E ~ 2 O O ~ 3 ~ ~ T N O D ~ 2 O O ~ ~ C ~ 2 O ~ v C C ~ 2 O ~ ~  
















PHO1=1 rn DO 
IF(JrnEQe1) GO TO 3 
UO 2 J = 1 ~ 8  













00 11 1=1v3 
DO 11 JzKKvJ1 
J2=2+NEXT*(J-l) 
DUU(JvI)= (TNOO(J2)-TNOD(J2-1)) 
D(J,I)= (XNODE(J2, I ) -XNODE(J2-1,1))  
11 DD(JvI)= ( ~ D N O D E ( J 2 v I ) - X D h O D E ( J 2 - l v I ) )  
00 12 I=1v3 
00 12 JZlvKEXT 
CALL FKDIFF(DvDlrJvJ1,I) 
CALL F K D I F F ( U D V D ~ V J ~ J ~ V I )  
CULL FKUIFF(DDDvU3vJvJlvI) 
lF(SW(l4)) GO TO 20 
UO 14 I=lv3 
3 CONTINUE 
2 TI=TI+A(J)*AT(J) 
IF (IdODE*LT*NDIFF) GO TG 10 
12 CONTINUE 




DO 15 J=l,KEXT 
S U M ~ = S U M ~ + C ( J ) * U ~ ( J V ~ )  
SUM=SUM+C(J)*Dl (J t I )  
15 SUMl=SUMl+C(J)*D2(J t I )  
J Z = ( J l - l ) * N E X T + l  
A N S ( I ) = ( S U M + U ( J l t I ) ) * F N D + X N O U E ( J 2 r I )  





DO 16 I=1,3 
XNODE(INODE,I)=ANS(I) 
XONOOE(INODEII)=ANS~(I) 
X (1, I )  =ANS( I) 
1 4  CONTINUE 
16 X D ( l , I ) = A N S l ( I )  
X ( 1 t3)=0.ODO 
SW ( 1 2 )  =*TRUE* 
NO I FF =ND I F F  +Mi X T 
J l = J l + l  
KK=J1 
I F  ( ISdT ( 1 5 )  1 RETURN 
Sh (14)=. TRUE, 
1 0  CONTINUE 
RETURN 
2 0  CONTINUE 
C CORRECTING EXTRAPOLATED VALUES 




DO 22 J=lvKEXT 
SUM2=SUMZ+CC(J)*D3(JtI) 
SUM=SUM+CC(J)*Dl(J,I) 
22 SUMl=SUMl+CC(J)*D2(JvI )  
J2= (J1-2) *NEXT+l 





J= I NODE 
TNOO (J) =T 
00 2 3  I = 1 ~ 3  
X h O U E ( J t I ) = X ( l , I )  
23 XDNODE(Jv I )=XD( le I )  




D ELT THANSt1~670830,  47606 
D EOF Id 
SUBROUTINE THANS(TX,TXD) 
DOUBLE PRECISION XvXD,XDD,XXlJD,DIFFtCDEL,TT,TITREQ,TOUT 
DOUBLE PRECISION ELEM~TXPTXD~DSINPDCOSPDSQRT 
OOUBLE PRECISION N,BIPIQ,L,E~DEICIDITEP 
C O M M O N / W O R K E H / X ~ 2 0 0 ~ 3 ~ , X D ~ 2 0 ~ ~ 3 ~ ~ X D D ~ ~ O O ~ 3 ~ v X X D D ~ 3 ~ ~ D I F F ~ 6 0 ~ 3 ~ t  































IF(DABS(DE)-0~20-l~.LEoO.ODO) GO TO 5 
E=~+DE/(l.ODO-ELEM(2)*DCOS(E+Oo5DO*DE)) 
GO TO 3 
SINE= DSIN(E)  
COSE=DCOS(E) 
C=COSE-ELEM(2) 
G N / D  
DO 1 0  I=1,3 





SUbROUTIIJE TRANS2 (XeXD) 
TO COMPUTE ELEMENTS FROM POSITION AND VELOCITY VECTORS 

























0 ELT YMCAYtlt670830t 47607 
rJ EOF N 
DOUBLE PHECISION FUNCTION YMDAY(1YMDtIHMtSEC) 








0 ELT EPHWANtlt670913t 46904 
13 EOF Td 
SUBROUTINE EPHWAN 
LJOUBLE PHECISION DUMMYtCt3AYltCENTEHtDtTIME(ll)tVAR(ll) 
ClOUbLE PRECISION F1 
DIMLNSION AO(9~11) 
DOUBLE PRECISION DSTART 
C O M M O N / C O N S T 1 / D U M M Y ~ l 4 ~ t I ~ ~ E ~  
COMMON/COFIT /C(St9 ) tDAYl tCEN' rERtDSTAHT 
lYl=IYtjEG-59 
CIihTEH=DAYl+L.500 
30 5 I=ltll 
F 1=1-1 
D=DAYl+.SDO*Fl 
1 IMt ( I) =O-CEIUT€F( 
DO 10 1=1t9 
00 15 J=lrll 
15 bAH(J)=AO(ItJ) 
10 CALL COEFF(VARtTIMEtllt4rC(ltI)) 






RUNGE KUTTA INTEGRATION FORMULAS 
27 0 
4 X, + F h ,  Yo t - K  
2 1 
X, t T h ,  Yo + 5 (KO + 3K,))  (3) 
1 1 
X, + T h ,  Yo + 12 (KO t 3 K 2 ) )  (4) 
(5) 
1 1 
+ y h ,  Yo + s ( K o  + 3 K 3 )  
2 1 
X, + y h ,  Yo t g ( 1 3 K ,  - 27K, t 4 2 K 3  + 8 K 4 )  
1 
K, = h f X, t h, Yo +z ( -231Ko t 8 1 K 2  - 1 1 6 4 K 3  ( 
+ 656K,  - 122K,  t 800K,)) 
5 1 
Yo t - ( -127Ko + 1 8 K ,  - 6 7 8 K ,  288 
+ 456K, - 9 K ,  + 576K,  + 4 K , )  
89 
1 ( 8 20 - K, - h f Xo t h, Yo t - ( 1 @ 1 K 0  - 8 1 K ,  t 7 1 0 4 K 3  - 3 3 7 6 K ,  
t 7 2 K ,  - 5 0 4 0 K ,  - 6 0 K ,  + 7 2 0 K 8 )  
1 
840 y (Xo t h) = Y ( X o )  t - ( 4 1 K 0  t 2 7 K 3 -  t 2 7 2 K ,  t 2 7 K ,  
t 216K,  t 2 1 6 K 8  t 4 1 K , )  
Refercnce: Shanks, E. (1966): “Solutions of Differential Equations by Evaluations of Functions,” 





The equations of motion used in the program a re  of the form 
where 
(A) - the earth’s gravitational effects 
(B) &, xo - lunar and solar gravitational effects 
(C) % - earth’s atmospheric drag effects 
(D) ?* - solar radiation effects. 
.. .. 
The computation of the required earth, lunar and solar ephmeris quantities re- 
quired by these perturbative accelerations is described in Section (E). 
In what follows, the formulation used to compute X ( t ) ,  given x( t ) ,  ?Z(t) and t 
a 
is detailed. We remark that the unit of length = 6378.166 km and unit of time = 
806.81242 secs. 
(A) EARTH’S GRAVITATIONAL PERTURBATION 
The earth’s gravitational perturbation is given by 
where U, the disturbing potential, expressed in the spherical coordinates of the 
satellite r , h, +, is given by 
Reference for section (A) and (E): WRDC Final Technical Report, “Unified Geodetic Parameter 
Program (GEOPS)”, December 1964 to March 1966, Vol. 1, Mathematical Analysis by Kahler and 
Wells. pp 24-28, appendices A and B. 
0 91 
(Cnm cos m h  t Snm sin mh) P," (sin I)) 
n = 2  m = O  1 
where 
I 
b = mean radius of earth (unit of length) 
r = geocentric radius of satellite 
h = longitude of satellite measured eastward, given by A = a - eg, 
where a ,  the right ascension is given by a = tan-' (y/x), and Og is 
the right ascension of Greenwich at time t , referenced to true 
equinox (see Section E). 
Sin + = sine of the geocentric latitude, given by Sin I) = z/r 
S = the unnormalized harmonic coefficients (stored as data arrays C n , m '  n , m  
with a maximum index of 20). 
P," = the mth derivative of the nth Legendre polynomial 
p = product of gravitational constant and mass of the earth. 





- CC,, - Cnm Cos mh 
Sin m X  - SSnm - Snm 
SC,, = Snm Cos m X  
- CS,, - C, Sin m X  
and a re  computed using the relations 
Cos mh = 2 C i s  A C o s ( m  - l ) X  - C o s ( m  - l ) X  
Sin mh 2 Cos A Sin(m - 1 ) X  - Sin(m - l ) X  
93 
and where the P,“ (Sin $) are given recursively by 
Finally, the position partials of r ,  A,  + are given by 
where 
where 
(€3) LUNAR AND SOLAR GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS 




X = satellite position vector 
X, = moon's position vector expressed in the geocentric system (Section E) 
- 
= the lunar mass expressed in earth masses 
r = satellite-\moon radius vector 
c s  
5 = moon radius vector, and 
p = product of gravitational constant and mass of the earth. 
The solar gravitational effect is computed precisely as above, with Xc, Mc , 
G ~ ,  5 replaced by Xe9 M~~ r o s y  r . 
(C) ATMOSPHERIC DRAG EFFECTS 
The drag effect on the accelerations is given by 
where 
= atmospheric drag constant 
A = cross-sectional area of satellite in CM2 
M = mass of satellite in gms. 
p l ,  p2 = atmospheric density correction parameters 
P ( h )  = atmospheric density at satellite height h 
- 
Vi = relative velocity vector of the satellite, given by ( k - we y, $ - we x, t ) ,  
where we is the angular velocity of the earth in rad./c.u;t. 
0 = the angle denoting the lag between the atmospheric bulge angle and 
local noon. 
95 
The atmospheric density p ( h )  is given by 
where p N  (h), pD (h) a re  night and day density values computed from a set of 
tabular values pN (h i ) ,  pD (hi)  as follows: 
A table look-up is performed to obtain the index i satisfying 
from which pN (h) o r  oD (h) are computed by 
where j = 1 for night density, and j = 2 for day density. 
Also, Cos $ is given by 
- - 
c o s  $ = x *  * X i u l e e  
where * denotes unit vector and 
- 
X ; l u l g e  = (x: c o s  B - Y: Sin e ,  Y: cos B t X: Sin e ,  z:) 
where (X:, Y:, Z;) is the unit vector of the sun's position. 
(D) SOLAR RADIATION EFFECTS 
The effects due to solar radiation a re  given by 
96 
where 
A = cross-sectional area of satellite in cm2 
M = mass of satellite in gms 
- 
Xo = sun's position vector 
0 = solar radiation constant dyne/cm2 
X = satellite position vector 
- 
The sunlight-shadow determination is given by 
- -  
X*.X: 2 0 = the satellite is on the solar side of a plane normal to the 
earth-sun line. No  shadowing can occur. 
- 
X*.x: < 0 = the satellite will be shadowed only if the distance between 
the satellite and the earth-sun line is less than the earth's 
radius, hence if 
where 
T = 1 - f ( Z + Z o  n)2, 
then the satellite is in the earth's shadow. Otherwise, it is 
in sunlight. 
Note: * denotes unit vector, and f is the flattening coefficient of the earth. 
(E) EPHEMERIS QUANTITIES 
The right ascension of Greenwich at the time of interest (t) is com- 
puted from 
97 
e g  = e g o  t ( t  - to) 0 ,  t ( t  - to) e 2  t A~ 
where 
0 go = right ascension of Greenwich at Jan 0.0 for the year of interest 
i ,  = 0.9856473354 deg/mean solar day 
e, = 360.9856473354 deg/mean solar day 
bp = equation of equinoxes 
( t  - to)  = time in days from Jan 0.0 for the year of interest. 
The equation of equinoxes Ap is obtained in the process of computing the lunar 
and solar ephemerides. 
The ephemeris quantities a re  computed at ten equal intervals over a five 
day period and least squares f i t  to a fourth order polynomial in time about the 
midpoint of the five day period. The positions are determined for intermediate 
points by evaluating the polynomial at the required time. 
To calculate the earth-centered slant range and inertial unit vectors to the 
sun and moon and the equation of the equinoxes at a given time, the time interval 
from epoch (1900 Jan 0.5) is denoted by T when measured in Julian centuries, 
by D = 3.6525T and d = 10000D. 
Angular variables: 
E - mean obliquity of the ecliptic 
L - geometric mean longitude of the sun, mean equinox of date 
0 
T - mean longitude of solar perigee 
- mean longitude of the moon, measured in the ecliptic from the 
mean equinox of date to the mean ascending node of the lunar 
orbit, and then along the orbit 
TI- the mean longitude of lunar perigee, measured in the ecliptic 
from the mean equinox of date to the mean ascending node of the 
lunar orbit, and then along the orbit 
98 
R - the longitude of the mean ascending node of the lunar orbit on the 
ecliptic; measured from the mean equinox of date. 
e - L, minus the mean longitude of the lunar perigee, measured in 
the ecliptic from the mean equinox of date to the mean ascending 
node of the lunar orbit, and then along the orbit 
e' - geometric mean longitude of the sun minus the mean longitude of 
perigee of the sun 
F - L, minus the longitude of the mean ascending node of the lunar 
orbit on the ecliptic; measured from the mean equinox of date 
D - L, minus the geometric mean longitude of the sun. 
Aw - nutation in longitude 
A €  - nutation in obliquity 
e - true obliguity of the ecliptic 
Ap - equation of equinoxes or  nutation in right ascension 
E - eccentricity of sun in an earth centered coordinate system 
0 
a@ - semi major axis of earth's orbit about the sun (cul) 
r - radius vector to sun 0 
e ,  - apparent longitude of sun 
Xo, Yo, Zo - inertial unit vectors to sun 
ac - semi major axis of lunar orbit (cul) 
rc - radius vector to moon 
ec - eccentricity of lunar orbit 
s, , - inertial unit vectors to moon 
Ac - apparent longitude of moon 
99 
$c - apparent latitude of moon 
- 
E -  
v - true anomaly of the sun at Jan 0.0 for the year of interest 
e l  - deg/mean solar day. 
L =  
0 
T =  
n =  
e =  
F =  
D =  
Au, 
23O.452294 - 0" .0130125T - 0.164 x lo-' T2 
279" 41 ' 48" .04 t .12%0276813" x lo9 T t 1" . 089T2 
281" 13' 15" .OO t 6189" .03T t 1" .63T2 
270" .434164 + 13" .1763865268d - .85 x D2 
334" .329556 + 0" .1114040803d - .7739 x loe3 D2 
259". 183275 - 0" .0529539222d t .1557 x 10-3D2 
L( - T I  
L - T  
0 
k - 0  
L' - L 
0 
.2088 s in  2R - (17" .2327 + .01737T) s in  0 
- 1.273 s in  (F - D t Q )  - .2037 s in  (2F t 2Q) 
t .1259 s in  ( e ' )  - .04% s in  ( e '  + 2F - 2 D  + 20) 
t .0214 s in  ( - e '  t 2F - 2 D  + 2Q) t .0675 s in  ( e )  
- .0342 s in  (2F t Q )  - .0261 s i n  ( e  t 2F t 2n) 
t .0114 s in  (-e t 2F t 2n) + .0124 s i n  (2F - 2 D  t a) 
- .0149 s in  ( e  - 2D) 
100 
A E  = 9" .2106 COS R - .0904 COS 20 
t .552 COS 2(F - D + Q )  t .0884 cos 2(F  t R) 
t . O B 3  cos(2F i- Q)  t .0216 cos ( e '  t 2F - 2 D  t 2R) 
E = .01675104 - .418 x T 
0 
e = Lo i- 2 e 0  si.n (8, ( t  - t o )  - V )  
0 
x = cos ( e 0 )  
0 
Y = sin ( e  cos E 
0 
Z = s in  (e @) sin E 
0 
r = a ( 1  - ei)/[l + e cos ( e o  - T)] 
0 0 0 
Ac = [ 206265 L t 22640 s in  ( 1 )  - 4586 sin([ - 2D) 
t 2370 sin(2D) t 769 s in  ( 2 1 )  - 668 s in  ( e ' )  
- 206 s in([  t e '  - 2D) t 192 s in(e  t 2D) 
- 165 s in( [ '  - 2D) t 148 sin([ - e ' )  
- 125 sin(D) - 109 sin([  + e ' )  - 55 s i n ( 2 F  - 2D) 
- 412 s in  (2F) - 212 sin (2& - 2D) 
- 45 s i n @  t 2F) t 40 sin([ - 2F) - 38 sin(e  - 4D) 
t 36 s in(31)  - 31 sin(2e - 4D) t 28 sin(! - e '  - 2D) 
- 24 s in(e '  t 2D) t 19 s i n @  - D) 
t 18 s in  ( e '  t D)] /206265 
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+c = [18520 s in (S)  (1  - .00293 sin(1.403808 
- .0009242203T)} - 31 s in (F  - e - 2D) 
- 25 s in (F  - 21) - 23 s in (e '  t F - 2D) 
t 21 s in (F  - e )  - 526 s in (F  - 2D) 
t 44 s in(e  + F - 2D)] /206265 
x, = cos c#l cos x 
Yc = 
Z< = 
cos c#l sin X cos E - s in  4 s in  E 
cos + sin X s in  E t s in  q5 cos E 
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